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R Recommended
M Marginal book that is so slight in content or has so many weaknesses in style or format that it barely misses an
NR rating. The book should be given careful consideration before purchase.
NR Not recommended.
Ad For collections that need additional material on the subject.
SpC Subject matter or treatment will tend to limit the book to specialized collections.
SpR A book that will have appeal for the unusual reader only. Recommended for the special few who will read it.
Z/eCt9 e0i,~ the river there was the flea which had "jumped
4 " , and off the elephant' s back on the first page of this
book and here he is waiting for him on the last."
(The flea is shown as a small dot on the last
R Adler, Irving. Magic House of Numbers; page.) A mildly amusing picture book with
6-10 illus. by Ruth Adler. Day, 1957. adult humor in both the text and illustrations.
12 8p. $2.95.
An interesting book for introducing children to SpC Alain. The Magic Stones. Whittlesey
some of the possibilities of having fun with 5-8 House, 1957. 32p. $2.50.
numbers. The writing is fairly simple yet Fairly simple account of the discovery of one
mathematically sound. Roughly the first half of the basic principles of building and archi-
is given to an extended build-up of the proc- tecture-the pointed arch-and its contribution
ess of "casting out nines" and to numbers to the creation of the beautiful Gothic cathe-
systems of bases other than ten. The rest is drals of France. The account is built around
a collection of more or less standard puzzle the legendary Monsieur Down, an evil spirit
problems, but these are presented in a reason- that caused buildings to collapse until he was
ably fresh style. The theory in the first half defeated by the discovery of the arch. He is
and the puzzles in the second are only remote- supposed to have turned to stone in his rage
ly related, so the book is not unified. Never- and to now repose as a gargoyle on Notre
theless, it will serve its function quite well. Dame. The illustrations add considerably both
to the attractiveness of the book and the clari-
NR Alain. The Elephant and the Flea. ty of the text. The book will have its primary
K-2 Whittlesey House, 1956. 32p. $2. value and appeal for art classes.
An elephant, exceedingly annoyed by a flea on
its back, went into the river one day deter- R Benary-Isbert, Margot. Blue Mystery; tr.
mined to rid himself of the pest. He even went 6-8 from the German by Richard and
so far as to roll over on his back in the at- Clara Winston; illus. by Enrico Arno.
tempt to drown the flea. All his efforts were Harcourt, 1957. 190p. $2.95.
in vain, however, for when he emerged from Annegret (of Shooting Star) is now back at home
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with her mother and father in the beautiful
old German town where her father has his
nursery of prize flowers and plants. Anne-
gret's shyness at school changes to spirited
enthusiasm as she raises a pet Great Dane
and helps to solve the mystery of the disap-
pearing blue gloxinia. The author' s beautiful
descriptive style and gentle unfolding of char-
acter make this a distinguished story. The
adults and children are alive individuals; the
mystery is fascinating and logical. The only
drawback to the book is in the illustrations,
which are frequently inaccurate and wholly
inappropriate to the spirit and details of the
story.
R Bloch, Marie Halun. Marya. Coward-
4-6 McCann, 1957. 190p. $2.75.
When Marya Palenko and her family moved
to a new neighborhood, she liked everything
about it except school. Marya was shy and
thought her new teacher was disapproving of
her Ukrainian background when in reality the
teacher simply did not understand either
Marya's shyness nor her background. For-
tunately Marya's parents realized the situa-
tion and solved it by inviting the teacher to
share a holiday with the family. An episodic
story in which Marya is the only character
who really comes alive, but one that gives a
good picture of a shy child' s problems in
adjusting to a new situation.
R Bowers, Gwendolyn. The Lost Dragon
7-9 of Wessex; illus. by Charles Geer.
Oxford, 1957. 188p. $3.
Wulf had grown up in the forest near Win-
chester with no companions other than the
old hermit, Tostig, and his dog, Gurth. When
Wulf reached young manhood he met a stran-
ger who suggested that he should to go Win-
chester and offer his services to King Alfred
who had his court there. Tostig sent him on
his way with Gurth as a companion and with
a tarred and blackened arm ring that was the
only memento of his father. At Winchester
Wulf became involved in the wars against
the Northmen and learned the secret of the
arm ring, which was part of the treasure of
King Arthur and which was involved in a
prophecy of Merlin's concerning the future
of England. An absorbing adventure story of
England in the early days of the reign of Alfred.
R Carr, Harriet H. Wheels for Conquest.
7-9 Macmillan, 1957. 185p. $2.75.
A story of Pennsylvania during the days when
the Conestoga wagons were the only means of
hauling freight to the frontier border at Pitts-
burg. Seventeen-year-old George Bauman, son
of a wagon maker, is so impressed by the
promise of a great future for Pittsburg that
he decides to set up his own wagon factory
there. First, however, he has to make his
peace with his half-brother Johannes, who
thinks George wants to take over the family
farm, and then to help find the trapper Robert
Gilfillan, whose daughter Jennie he wants to
marry. The story paints a vivid picture of life
among the Pennsylvania Dutch in the Conesto-
ga Valley and on the frontier.
NR Chalmers, Mary. Kevin. Harper, 1957.
3-5 32p. $2.
yrs.
Kevin, a small rabbit who lives in the woods,
goes to the city to look around and buy some
things to play with, becomes bored with city
life and returns to the woods. There is little
to the story and the author's off-hand manner
of telling it makes it seem even slighter than
it is.
M Clark, Electa. Wildcat, the Seminole; The
6-8 Florida War; illus. by Frank Nicholas.
Aladdin, 1956. 192p. (American Heri-
tage Series) $1.75.
A semi-fictionalized biography of Wildcat, an
Indian chief who took part in the Seminole Wars
of 1835. The account gives a fairly good picture
of the events that led to the war and some of
the major battles, but the writing is quite pe-
destrian. The poor quality of the paper lessens
the legibility of the type and the attractiveness
of the illustrations. McNeer' s War Chief of
the Seminoles (Random House, 1954) is a better
non-fiction treatment of the same subject, and
Dunsing' s War Chant and The Seminole Trail
(Longmans, 1954, 1956) are better stories of
the same war.
NR Dallas, Paul V. The Lost Planet. Winston,
7-9 1956. 209p. (Winston Science Fiction
Series) $2.
A poorly written piece of science fiction with
comic book caliber plot and characterizations.
Following his completion of basic training in
space medicine, Bill Hudson is given a vacation
trip to the planet Poseida. There he saves the
life of Kutt, son of the leader of the Poseidans.
Through Kutt' s friendship Bill is later able to
prevent a war between Earth and Poseida.
R Daugherty, James Henry. The Magna
7-9 Charta. Random House, 1956. 181p.
F (World Landmark Books) $1.50.
Following a brief description of life in 12th
Century England and of the two Angevins-
Richard and John-the author concentrates on
the events of King John's reign. He clearly
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points up the weaknesses of both King John
and his followers and the barons who opposed
the king and forced through the Magna Charta,
and indicates that its value has been greater
for succeeding generations than for the people
of King John' s day. At the end there is a brief
run-through of the events and documents that
have high-lighted Western man's struggle for
freedom since the Magna Charta-the May-
flower Compact, the Declaration of Independ-
ence, the writings of Tom Paine, the Constitu-
tion and Bill of Rights, the 13th and 19th
amendments to the Constitution, the Pan
American Union, the League of Nations,
Roosevelt's Four Freedoms, the Atlantic
Charter, and the U. N. Charter. The material
is interestingly presented and should be use-
ful for social studies classes.
NR Dean, Nell (Marr). A Business in Pets.
7-9 Messner, 1956. 189p. $2.95.
Jan Blair persuaded her parents to lend her
enough money to buy a pet shop in Monterey
without examining too carefully into the back-
ground of the shop or the possibility of suc-
cess in that neighborhood. She soon discovered
that the shop had a bad reputation but with con-
siderable help from Peter Hall, a young medi-
cal student, and Tony Solari, an Italian fisher-
man, she overcame that handicap. Jan's expe-
riences in handling the shop make moderately
interesting reading but the story is quite weak
otherwise. Jan falls in love with Peter and
chases him so frantically that he hasn't much
choice but to marry her, even though he fights
against it all the way. There is one excessive-
ly melodramatic episode involving a robber,
the writing is quite pedestrian, and the char-
acterizations are no more than stereotypes.
R Enright, Elizabeth. Gone-Away Lake;
4-6 illus. by Beth and Joe Krush.
Harcourt, 1957. 192p. $3.
Summer fun and adventure are common
enough features of children's stories, but
Miss Enright's new book, written with her
usual style of fluid description and believable
dialogue, adds a freshness and vigor to the
subject to make, once again, an outstanding
contribution to children' s reading and listen-
ing pleasure. The boy and girl cousins of the
story are individual personalities, well de-
fined and interesting to know. Their discovery
of the old houses on the swamp known as
"Gone-Away Lake" and their friendship with
the quaintly dressed, company-loving recluses,
Minnehaha Cheever and Pindar Payton, turn
the plot from the ordinary to the unusual and
make a story that should please both boys and
girls. The story is especially well suited to
reading aloud in group or family situations.
NR Forbus, Ina B. The Magic Pin; illus. by
3-5 Corydon Bell. Viking, 1956. 138p.
$2.50.
An attempted fantasy about a small girl who
is able to talk to animals. Neelie' s (Cornelia)
power comes to her unexpectedly one day when
she is wearing a gold horseshoe pin, inherited
from her grandmother, for the first time. On
discovering the power of the pin, she wears it
constantly and succeeds, through her friend-
ship with the animals, in ridding her grand-
father's mill of rats and in saving the life of
a neighbor's sick baby during a flood when the
neighbor is unable to reach the doctor. Some
of the episodes have a certain charm, but on
the whole the fantasy is too forced to have
much credibility.
Ad Gregor, Arthur Stephen. The Little
K-2 Elephant; photographs by Ylla.
Harper, 1956. 31p. $3.25.
Japu, the little elephant, dreamed he was
leading a parade, and sure enough when the
time for the parade came, the king sent a
message that Japu was to be the leader. Ylla's
excellent photographs are better than the quite
contrived text and will give the book its main
appeal.
M Hoberman, Mary Ann and Norman. All My
3-5 Shoes Come in Twos. Little, 195ITi
yrs. 40p. $2.50.
A small boy and a small girl are shown with
the many kinds of shoes that are worn from
infancy on. There are also dolls shoes and
shoes worn by adults. The rhymed text is quite
uneven, with some awkward spots and an oc-
casionally nice bit of rhythm. The illustrations
are rather pleasing, but fail almost completely
to emphasize the shoes that are described in
the text. In fact, it is frequently difficult to
find the shoes, much less distinguish between
different kinds.
R Hubbard, Margaret Carson. Boss Chom-
7-9 bale; illus. by Peter Spier. Crowell,
1957. 186p. $2.75.
Fourteen-year-old Peter Hartley longed to
prove to his father that he was no new chum,
but could be a real help in the job of surveying
the upper Kafue in Northern Rhodesia. How-
ever, it was the first time Peter, his mother,
or his nine-year-old sister Alice had ever been
in Africa and they all had a great deal to learn.
How Peter keeps the headquarters camp while
his father is away and copes with problems
caused by the native help and the animals of
the vicinity makes an absorbing story of a boy's
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growing up in a strange new environment. In
the end Peter wins the coveted trip up the
Kafue with his father. In a swift-paced, vivid
style the author brings to life the characters
and the setting in which they exist.
NR Kessler, Ethel and Leonard. Peek-a-
2-4 boo; A Child's First Book. Double-
yrs. day, 1956. 33p. $2.
The young child's favorite game of peek-a-
boo serves as a starting point for the book,
but quickly gives way to a simple listing of
familiar objects in and around the house-a
cup of milk, the coffee pot, a picture book,
a teddy bear, a dog, an airplane, etc. The
game is resumed at the end when Daddy comes
home and the child hides behind a chair. In
spite of the game motif there is little unity
to the book, although it might be used with
very young children for identifying the ob-
jects in the pictures.
R Koch, Dorothy Clarke. Gone Is My
K-2 Goose; with pictures by Doris Lee.
Holiday House, 1956. 26p. $2.25.
A small girl searches for her goose all over
the farm and finally finds it in the tall grass
near the creek where it is hiding with its
goslings. A simply told story for introducing
children to farm life, and one that beginning
second grade readers can handle alone.
R Krauss, Ruth. The Birthday Party;
3-5 pictures by Maurice Sendak. Harper,
yrs. 1957. 29p. $2.
David had been everywhere-to the beach, to
the woods, to the corner alone. But he had
never been to a birthday party. One day he
came in and found the house seemingly de-
serted. When he walked into the dining room,
there was everyone waiting to surprise him
with a birthday party. A happy combination
of simple text and amusing drawings to de-
light the young child.
M Lancaster, Bruce. The American Revo-
6-8 lution; illus. by Lee J. Ames.
Garden City Books, 1957. 63p.
$2.
A panoramic view of the American Revolution
from the early grumblings of 1764 to the de-
parture of the last British soldier late in
1783. The book gives an over-view of cam-
paigns and of important personages connected
with the fighting in both the north and south.
As is usual with such brief accounts of com-
plicated subjects, the author has resorted to
broad generalizations and over-simplifications
that could be misleading. The book could
serve as an introduction to the subject, but
needs to be supplemented by more detailed
works for a fully accurate picture of the Revo-
lution.
NR McClarren, J. K. Mexican Assignment.
7-9 Funk & Wagnalls, 1957. 247p. $2.95.
Three veterinarians from the U. S. go to Mexi-
co to help fight aftosa, hoof-and-mouth disease.
Two of them make good; the third is fired for
incompetence after he has collaborated with
a rabble-rouser who is trying to get the people
of the villages to oppose the program of in-
noculation, and whose action causes the death
of a Mexican doctor and the severe injury of
one of the U. S. vets. There are some interest-
ing aspects to the story, but the dialogue is
quite stilted, the characters are typed and the
action is too dependent on melodrama and sen-
sationalism to be realistic.
R MacDonald, Golden. Whistle for the Train;
3-7 illus. by Leonard Weisgard. Double-
yrs. day, 1956. 30p. $2.50.
In rhythmic text and with the repetition of
sounds that young children enjoy, the author
describes the little train as it goes clickety
clack down the track. A variety of animals-
kitten, dog, cow, mouse, pig, etc.-come along
and each in turn is warned off the tracks. When
the train reaches the bridge it must wait while
a tug boat goes by, and then the little train goes
on its way again. A pleasing text for reading
aloud, and children will enjoy the soft colors
and amusing details of Weisgard's illustrations.
Children reading at a second grade reading
level could handle the text alone.
NR Magaret, Helene. The Head on London
7-9 Bridge; Life of St. Thomas More;
illus. by Louis Di Valentin. Bruce,
1956. 144p. $2.95.
A fictionalized biography of Thomas More,
taking him from early childhood to his martyr' s
death for refusing to give approval to Henry
VIII' s divorce of Catherine of Aragon and
seizure of the church of England. The writing
is moderately interesting, but More is too sub-
tle a character and the events that led to his
death are too complex for the superficial treat-
ment they are given here. The reader never
gains a very clear understanding of the sig-
nificance of More's hair shirt or of his mar-
riage to one girl when he was really in love
with her sister, or of his defiance of the king,
which he knew would result in his death.
R Nindorf, Quention C. The Williwaw Cubs;
7-9 illus. by John Jordan. Dodd, 1956.
179p. $2.75.
Sixteen-year-old Joe Beck, overhearing a
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stranger offer $1,000 for a pair of Kodiak
bear cubs, decides to earn the money himself
to help his father who has been injured in a
boat accident. Joe know where a pair of cubs
are to be found, but he has to work quickly to
beat Hank Kane, an experienced guide who is
also after the cubs. How Joe manages makes
a swift-paced adventure story that will hold
the reader's interest throughout.
Ad Ohanian, Phyllis Brown. Favorite Nursery
2-5 Songs; illus. by Marjorie Torrey.
yrs. Random House, 1956. 64p. $1.
A collection of forty-two well-known nursery
songs, with their traditional tunes. All but
four of the songs are included in the Bertail,
Complete Nursery Song Book (Lothrop, 1954),
and two of these four are folk songs rather
than typical nursery songs. Marjorie Torrey's
illustrations tend to be rather sweetly senti-
mental and have none of the humor of Walt
Kelly's drawings in the Bertail book.
NR Paull, Grace A. Come to the Country.
K-2 Abelard-Schuman, 1956. 40p. $2.50.
Brief, simple text and full page colored il-
lustrations catalog the things that make the
country a pleasant place to visit-shade trees,
flowers, swimming holes, etc. Some of the il-
lustrations are successful in creating the
atmosphere described in the text, but many
of them are gaudy and distorted to the point
of being almost ugly.
R Person, Tom. New Dreams for Old;
8-10 decorations by Millard McGee.
Longmans, 1957. 184p. $2.75.
The Mississippi delta country provides a
setting for this story of the conflict between
younger and older generations over progress
vs tradition. Caroline Howard, assuming the
full responsibility for running the family
plantation of Howard Haven after her father
suffered a stroke, found her work made
doubly hard by the fact that her father re-
fused to use any machines, except a tractor,
and forbade her to bring in mechanical
pickers, even when it seemed they would
otherwise lose their crop. To add to her
problems there is Sam Weaver, a grasping,
unscrupulous neighbor, who is intent on
taking over Howard Haven. But there is also
Van McIntosh, through whose love and en-
couragement Caroline finds the strength to
defy her father and use machines to save the
crop. Girls will enjoy the book as a love
story, and perceptive readers among them
will find in it a sympathetic understanding of
many of the social and economic problems
facing the South today.
NR Rathjen, Carl Henry. Ken Tompkins,
7-9 Animal Doctor. Dodd, 1956. 279p.
$2.75.
A poorly written career story for boys. Ken
Tompkins, son of a famous surgeon, decides
to become a veterinarian in spite of his father' s
opposition. The story takes Ken through two
years of college training and a variety of ex-
periences, ranging from assistant to a circus
vet to work in a zoo. Following a soap opera
pattern, the story progresses from climax to
climax, with Ken in a constant state of uncer-
tainty and emotional turmoil. To top the entire
performance he is accused of cheating at the
end of his second school year and is dismissed
from the school. Needless to say, the real cul-
prit is disclosed in a highly dramatic climax-
during a fairgrounds fire-and Ken emerges a
hero and fully qualified veterinarian.
R Riedman, Sarah Regal. Our Hormones and
8-12 How They Work; illus. by Norman
Gorbaty. Abelard-Schuman, 1956.
168p. $2.50.
An absorbing history of the medical research
that has been done in the identification of hor-
mones and the study of their role in human
growth and development. Most of the sections
begin with a description of a disease or physi-
cal abnormality resulting from a hormone dis-
turbance and then continue with an account of
the steps that were taken to determine the cause
of the disease or abnormality and a discussion
of what is being done today to control such dis-
turbances. The style lends itself to ease of
reading and understanding.
NR Robison, Mable Otis. Charcoal Faces;
6-8 illus. by Dirk Gringhuis. Bruce, 1956.
148p. (Catholic Treasury Books) $2.
Thirteen-year-old Louis Riche was excited at
the prospect of joining his father at the latter's
trading post in the Canadian Northwest Terri-
tory. The trip from Montreal was a difficult
one and Louis's anticipation was considerably
lessened by the news that his father had married
an Indian woman. At the trading post, Louis had
as little as possible to do with his stepmother,
and spent most of his time at the settlement
that Lord Selkirk was attempting to establish
nearby. He sided with the settlers against the
half-breeds (Charcoal Faces) who were trying
to run them out of the country, but eventually
made friends with boys on both sides, and even
came to accept his stepmother. The story over-
simplifies the issues of the period and fails to
create any real feeling for the people or the
country.
Ad Scott, Sally. Bitsy; illus. by Beth Krush.
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1-3 Harcourt, 1957. 42p. $2.25.
Bitsy is a Siamese kitten who loves people and
whose favorite resting place is someone's
pocket. One day he is exploring the neighbor-
hood, is chased by two dachshunds, climbs a
tree in a park and is finally rescued by the
local firemen. An amusing story for reading
aloud to primary children, although a bit long
for sustained interest.
R Scott, Sally. The Brand New Kitten;
3-5 illus. by Beth Krush. Harcourt,
1956. 55p. $2.25.
Peggy longed for a kitten but was afraid to
bring one home because of Old Eb, a mean-
tempered, battered Tom cat who had adopted
Peggy' s family, although he could by no means
be described as a pet How Peggy uses old
Mr. Pratt, a crochety neighbor, to help solve
her problem, makes a humorous story with
enough suspense to appeal to young readers.
R Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). See through
3-5 the Jungle; pictures by Winifred
Lubell. Harper, 1957. 55p. $2.50.
Following the same pattern as her See through
the Forest, and concentrating on the jungles
of South America, the author presents the dif-
ferent kinds of plant and animal life to be
found at various levels in the jungle; on the
ground floor, in the trees and at the tops of
the trees. The material is interestingly pre-
sented and is enhanced by Lubell's colorful
and informative illustrations.
Ad Taylor, Alice. India; illus by Rafaello
7-9 Busoni. Holiday House, 1957. 30p.
(Lands and Peoples) $1.75.
Following the usual pattern for this series,
the author gives a brief look at the history,
geography, religion, social customs, economic
and political problems of India. The informa-
tion is too slight for the book to be of value
as anything more than an introduction, and
the material will need to be supplemented by
more detailed treatments for full understand-
ing of the country.
NR Thayer, Jane. Charley and the New Car;
1-3 illus. by Jay Hyde Barnum. Morrow,
1957. 48p. $2.25.
Charley is a shiny black car owned by the
Jones family. Through the years he becomes
so shabby that Mr. Jones finally sells him and
buys a new car. No one can fully enjoy the new
car for fear of marring it, so Mr. Jones traces
down Charley and buys him back. Thereafter
Charley is used for errands and picnics and
the new car is saved for special occasions.
Children whose families are inclined toward
thrift may well question why the Joneses
never attempted to repair or clean up Charley.
The excessive personification of Charley adds
nothing by way of interest or appeal to the
story. Despite the fact that it is printed in
primer size type, the text is written at a mid-
dle third grade reading level.
R Unnerstad, Edith. Little 0; illus. by
3-6 Louis Slobodkin. Macmillan, 1957.
150p. $2.50.
Little O is the youngest member of the Larsson
family, (Saucepan Journey and Pysen), and her
adventures are the kind in which any youngest
child is quite apt to find itself involved. The
other Larsson childreni enter into the story in-
directly. As in the earlier books, the family
enjoys life and each other's achievements, and
minor tragedies just add to the spice of living.
The principal values of the tale lie in the warm
family atmosphere, the smooth pace of the
writing, and the humor, that will be especially
enjoyed by middle grade children who like to
read about younger brothers and sisters (or
about themselves when little). The story is an
exceptionally fine one for reading aloud in
family groups.
M Weales, Gerald. Miss Grimsbee Is a Witch;
3-5 illus. by Lita Scheel. Little, 1957.
123p. $2.75.
Jimmy Felb's teacher scoffs when he comments
that Miss Grimsbee, respected member of the
local Garden Club, is a witch. Miss Grimsbee,
irritated by the teacher's skepticism, retali-
ates by turning the town topsy-turvy-the streets
become foam-rubber, the school house turns to
ice cream, and salt and pepper rain from the
sky. The magic is fun at first, but the sponta-
neity of the humor is not maintained throughout
the story, and the characterizations tend to be
rather flat.
R Zion, Eugene. Dear Garbage Man; pictures
K-1 by Margaret Bloy Graham. Harper,
1957. 32p. $2.
Stan, the new garbage man, cannot bear to throw
away anything that might possibly be useful.
Therefore, instead of feeding trash to the truck's
grinder, he ties each item on the outside-and
gives the things away as he progresses through
his district. Much to his dismay all the things
are back out to be picked up the next day. Then
he realizes that trash can still be useful if he
will only grind it up so that it can be used as
fill to make new land for playgrounds and parks.
An amusing story that will be fun to read aloud,
and young children will especially enjoy the
gay, action-packed illustrations.
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ATKINSON. Pack Rat School. 73
ATWATER. Trouble Hunters. 97
Auction Today. Hilles. 22
AVERILL. Cartier Sails the St. Lawrence. 17
AVERY. All for a Friend. 85
Away to the Moon. Symonds. 70
AYARS. Caboose on the Roof. 113
Babar's Fair. Brunhoff. 47
Baby for Betsy. Guy. 129
BAILEY. Carol Carson: Books across the
Border. 125
BAKER. Big Catalogue. 33
. Nellie Bly. 74
Balboa, Finder of the Pacific. Syme. 111
BALDWIN, C. Timber from Terry Forks. 74
BALDWIN, V. Little Kitten, Big World. 113
BALL. Skin Diver. 85
BALLER. Robbie, the Little Lost Robin. 34
BANNON. Scary Thing. 74
Barn Cat. Coates. 87
BARR, J. Big Wheels 1 Little Wheels I 62
. Fast Trains I Busy Trains I 126
BARR, S. Copydog in India. 62
BARRETT. Journey of Johnny Rew. 17
BARRINGER. And the Waters Prevailed. 45
BARROW. Your World in Motion. 97
BARTLETT. Insect Engineers. 114
Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades.
124
139
140
Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools
124
BATES. Marilda's House. 45
BATTLE. Boys and Girls Who Knew Jesus.
98
Bear's Land. Nicolas. 54
Beasts from a Brush. Kepes. 80
BEATON-JONES. Adventures of So Hi. 114
BEATTIE. Never Mixed Up Again. 45
Beaver Water. Montgomery. 10
BECK. Ship-How She Works. 74
BECKER. New Feathers for the Old Goose.
126
BEEBE. Saint Dominic and the Rosary. 34
Before I go to Sleep. Blyton. 62
Beginning. Leach. 131
BEIM. Flood Waters. 98
. Time for Gym. 85
. Too Many Sisters. 34
Being Nice Is Lots of Fun. Lansing. 81
BELDEN. Star Dust. 74
BELL. It's Fun To Be Nice. 86
BENARY-ISBERT. Blue Mystery. 133
_ . Castle on the Border. 1
BENDICK. Good Knight Ghost. 62
BENET. Riddles of Many Lands. 30
Bernadette, Our Lady's Little Servant. Pauli.
107
BERNHARD. Wonders of the World. 98
Berries in the Scoop. Lenski. 24
BERRILL. Wonders of the Wild. 74
Bertie and Eddie. Hall. 117
Betsy's Busy Summer. Haywood. 50
BIALK. Marty on the Campus. 34
. Tizz. 34
"Bibliography of Textbooks in the Social
Studies 1955-1956." Spieseke. 124
BIEMILLER. Starboy. 34
Big, Brave and Handsome. Brucker. 2
Big Bridge to Brooklyn. Browin. 75
Big Catalogue. Baker. 33
Big Cats. Zim. 72
Big Doin' s on Razorback Ridge. Credle. 88
Big-Enough Boat. Phillips. 108
Big Little Davy. Lenski. 105
Big Loop. Bishop. 1
Big Red. Kjelgaard. 23
Big Red Barn. Brown. 2
Big Treasure Book of Prayers and Graces.
Sheldon. 13
Big Wheels! Little Wheels I Barr. 62
BIGLAND. Madame Curie. 126
BILL. Shoes Fit for a King. 46
Birthday Party. Krauss. 136
BISHOP, C. H. Big Loop. 1
. Happy Christmas I 62
BISHOP, G. Prissy Misses. 46
Bitsy. Scott. 137
Black Banner Abroad. Trease. 44
Black Beauty. Sewell. 96
Black Fox of Lorne. De Angeli. 49
Black Stallion's Courage. Farley. 116
BLACKBURN. Golden Promise. 98
. Land of the Silver Spruce. 2
. Mystery of the Glory Hole Mine. 62
BLAIR. Davy Crockett, Frontier Hero. 62
BLASSINGAME. French Foreign Legion. 17
BLEEKER. Horsemen of the Western Plateau.
114
_ Mission Indians of California. 34
BLIVEN. Story of D-Day. 46
BLIZARD. Ghost at Kimball Hill. 17
BLOCH. Marya. 134
BLOCK. People. 114
BLOOMFIELD. Last Cruise of the Night-
watch. 35
BLOUGH. After the Sun Goes Down. 86
Blow, Bugles, Blow. Allen. 73
Blue Harbor. Price. 43
Blue Mountain. Lewis. 52
Blue Mystery. Benary-Isbert. 133
Blue Palomino. Meigs. 25
Blueberry Summer. Ogilvie. 11
Bluenose Pirate. Knight. 118
BLYTON. Before I Go to Sleep. 62
Books Are Bridges. 124
Books for Youth Which Build for Peace. 60
Boone, Daniel. Moore. 10; Shapiro. 27
Borrowed Boots. Puttcamp. 95
BOSE. Monkey Tree. 74
Boss Chombale. Hubbard. 135
BOTHWELL. Cobras, Cows and Courage. 46
. Search for a Golden Bird. 74
BOWEN. 4th Out. 46
Bowers. Lost Dragon of Wessex. 134
. Wishing Book Doll. 114
BOWLES. At Home in India. 18
BOWMAN. Mike Fink. 98
Boy Acrobat. Hamid. 118
Boy Next Door. Cavanna. 36
Boy on the Road. Vance. 58
BOYD. Races and People. 62
Boys and Girls Who Knew Jesus. Battle. 98
BRADBURY. Mutt. 18
Brand New Kitten. Scott. 138
BRANLEY. Experiments in the Principles of
Space Travel. 35
. Mars. 63
. Mickey's Magnet. 35
Brave Men of the Bible. Pettey. 54
Bridger, James. Winders. 72
BRIDGES. Zoo Pets. 46
BRINK. Family Sabbatical. 35
BRINSMADE. Children's Books on Alaska.
60
BROCK. Come On-along, Fish! 114
BROEKEL. You and the Sciences of Mankind.
86
.You and the Sciences of Plants, Ani-
mals and the Earth. 114
141
BROIDO. Music Dictionary. 76
BROMWELL. Woody, the Little Wood Duck. 79
Bronzeville Boys and Girls. Brooks. 114
BROOKS, G. Bronzeville Boys and Girls. 114
BROOKS, W. R. Freddy and Simon the Dictator.
63
BROWIN. Big Bridge to Brooklyn. 75
BROWN, B. Whistle Punk. 46
BROWN, E. F. Colt from Horse Heaven Hills.
18
BROWN, J. P. Deedee' s Holiday. 115
. Surprise for Robin. 47
BROWN, M. Flying Carpet. 63
BROWN, M. W. Big Red Barn. 2
. David's Little Indian. 47
. Home for a Bunny. 2
. Three Little Animals. 47
. Young Kangaroo. 86
BROWN, P. Your Pony's Trek Around the
World. 63
BROWN, P. B. Louisa. 98
BROWN, S. Ethan Allen and the Green
Mountain Boys. 35
BRUCKER. Big, Brave and Handsome. 2
. Three Boys and a Girl. 126
BRUNHOFF. Babar's Fair. 47
BRYAN, D. Friendly Little Jonathan. 47
BRYAN, J. World's Greatest Showman. 47
BUCHEIMER. Let's Take a Trip to a Bakery.
86
BUCKLEY. Jan of Holland. 63
Buddy and the Old Pro. Tunis. 15
BUDNEY. Huff Puff Hickory Hill. 63
BUEHR. Oil, Today's Black Magic. 86
BUFF. Hah-Nee of the Cliff Dwellers. 64
Bull That Was Terrifico. Jaeger. 104
BULLA. Sword in the Tree. 2
_ . White Sails to China. 35
BURGWYN. True Love for Jenny. 75
BURMAN. Seven Stars for Catfish Bend. 36
BURNETT, B. First Book of Holidays. 75
BURNETT, R.W. Weather. 131
BURNS. Man and His Tools. 126
BURR. Highland Fling. 126
. Night Train to Scotland. 2
Burrito. King. 7
Business in Pets. Dean. 135
BUTTERFIELD. Adventures of Esteban. 36
BUTTERS. Girl in Buckskin. 36
Cabin Boy. Dempsey. 4
Caboose on the Roof. Ayars. 113
CAFFREY. Hanover's Wishing Star. 75
CALDWELL. Communism in Our World. 98
CALHOUN. Making the Mississippi Shout. 87
Call of the White Fox. Lindquist. 106
CALLAHAN, D. Great Nutrition Puzzle. 75
CALLAHAN, L. Where the Trail Divides. 115
CAMERON, E. Stowaway to the Mushroom
Planet. 75
CAMERON, P. Cat Who Thought He was a
Tiger. 87
CAMPBELL, M. E. W. Nor'Westers. 98
CAMPBELL, S. A. Fiddlesticks and Freckles.
64
Campion, Edmund. Gardiner. 116
CAMPION. West Point Story. 108
Canga. Vaughn. 28
Captain John Smith's Page. Nesbitt. 132
CARMER. Screaming Ghost and Other
Stories. 18
Carol Carson: Books across the Border.
Bailey. 125
Caroline the Unconquered. Wilson. 123
CARPENTER. Last Waltz. 75
Carpet of Flowers. Trevifio. 15
CARR. Against the Wind. 47
. Miami Towers. 18
. Sharon. 115
. Wheels for Conquest. 134
Carrier Boy. Taylor. 112
CARROLL. Digby the Only Dog. 2
. Tough Enough's Trip. 87
Carroll, John. Lomask. 24
CARTER. Speed Sixl 64
Cartier Sails the St. Lawrence. Averill. 17
Case of the Smuggled Ruby. McGuire. 53
Casket and the Sword. Dale. 48
CASSELL. Fun with Puppets. 76
Castle on the Border. Benary-Isbert. 1
Cat Came Fiddling. Kapp. 39
Cat Family. Hogner. 130
Cat Who Thought He Was a Tiger. Cameron.
87
Catholic Child's Picture Dictionary. Hannon.
91
Catholic Child's Prayer Book. Stromwall. 111
CAVANAH. Two Loves for Jenny Lind. 99
SBoy Next Door. 36
Cave Men of the Old Stone Age. Kramer. 40
Cave of Riches. Honour. 66
CHALMERS. Christmas Story. 47
. Hat for Amy Jean. 3
. Kevin. 134
CHANDLER. Too Many Promises. 36
Charcoal Faces. Robison. 137
Charley and the New Car. Thayer. 138
CHARLIP. Dress Up and Let's Have a Party.
3
CHASTAIN. Emmy Keeps a Promise. 36
CHENEY. Fortune Hill. 48
. Rocking Chair Buck. 87
Cherokee Strip. Fisher. 21
Cherry Ann and the Dragon Horse. Coats-
worth. 87
Chicken in the Tunnel. Thayer. 14
Chief Takes Over. Rushmore. 121
CHILD STUDY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.
More Read to Yourself Storieb. 126
Children of Bible Days. Hearn. 91
142
Children of Light. Eyre. 128
Children That Lived in a Shoe. Pease. 42
Children's Books on Alaska. Brinsmade. 60
Children's First Books in Reading. Lewis.
16
Child's Book of Psalms. Lowe. 93
Chocolate Soda. Swift. 122
CHRISTENSEN. Fearless Family. 18
Christmas on the Mayflower. Hays. 66
Christmas Story. Chalmers. 47
CHURCH. Down River. 127
CHUTE. Stories from Shakespeare. 76
Cinnabar, the One O'Clock Fox. Henry. 66
Circus Clowns on Parade. Cook. 3
City for Jean. Wells. 15
Claim Jumpers. Montgomery. 69
Clarence, the TV Dog. Lauber. 23
CLARK, A. N. Little Indian Basket
Maker. 99
CLARK, E. Spanish Gold and Casey McKee.
87
. Wildcat, the Seminole. 134
Clay, Wood and Wire. Weiss. 84
CLEARY. Fifteen. 48
CL.MENT. In France. 64
CLEWES. Secret. 99
Cloud-Catcher. Crist. 127
COATES. Barn Cat. 87
. Little Maverick Cow. 115
COATSWORTH. Cherry Ann and the Dragon
Horse. 87
. Hide and Seek. 19
Cobbler's Knob. Jewett. 104
Cobras, Cows and Courage. Bothwell. 46
Cocker Spaniel Mystery. Langdale. 119
Coco Is Coming. Peckinpah. 120
COLBY. America's Natural Wonders. 48
. Fish and Wildlife. 64
_ . Military Vehicles. 99
. Six-Shooter. 64
Colt from Horse Heaven Hills. Brown. 18
Columbus Story. Dalgliesh. 37
Come Be My Friend. Eberle. 65
Come On-along, Fish! Brock. 114
Come to the Country. Paull. 137
COMMAGER. Cousins. 88
Communism in Our World. Caldwell. 98
Complete Book of Space Travel Gaul. 116
Confetti for Cortorelli. Fletcher. 128
CONRAD. Enchanted Sixteen. 127
. Golden Summer. 36
COOK, B. Curious Little Kitten. 76
. Little Fish That Got Away. 3
COOK, G. E. Circus Clowns on Parade. 3
COOK, M. B. Five Cents To See the Monkey.
64
COOMBS. Young Ranch Detective. 37
COOPER. Mr. Teach Goes to War. 127
Copydog in India. Barr. 62
COREY. Milk Flood. 88
Corn Grows Ripe. Rhoads. 12
Cornhusk Doll. Wilcox. 84
COSGROVE. Wonders Inside You. 3
COURLANDER. Hat-Shaking Dance. 99
COURTNEY. Those Verney Girls. 99
Cousins. Commager. 88
Cow in the House. Watts. 29
Cowboy of the Ramapos. Greene. 6
COY. Doctors and What They Do. 3
. First Book of Congress. 48
CRAIG. Wagons West. 48
CRAIGIE. Saucy Cockle. 100
CRANE. Gypsy Secret. 127
CRAVEN. Rainbow Book of Art. 19
CREDLE. Big Doin's on R]zorback Ridge.
88
CRISP. White Gold in the Cassiar. 3
Criss-Cross Vacation. Smith. 122
CRIST. Cloud-Catcher. 127
Criteria for Juvenile Biographies. McCon-
nell. 16
Crockett, Davy. Blair. 62; Davis. 65;
Holbrook. 66
CROMAN. Mystery of Steamboat Rock. 19
CROSS. Supersonic Aircraft. 128
CROUSE. Understanding Science. 65
Crow Boy. Yashima. 124
Crunch, Crunch. Kessler. 80
Crusades. Sellman. 96
Curious Little Kitten. Cook. 76
CURTIS. Keola, A Boy of Old Hawaii. 76
DAHL. Daughter. 48
DALE. Casket and the Sword. 48
Dale Evans and the Coyote. Wyatt. 31
DALGLIESH. Columbus Story. 37
. Fourth of July Story. 37
. Ride on the Wind. 49
DALLAS. Lost Planet. 134
DALY. Kate Brennan, Model. 115
Dancer's Daughter. White. 84
Danger in the Mist. MacKellar. 9
Dangerous Island. Mindlin. 53
Danny Dunn and the Anti-gravity Paint.
Williams and Abrashkin. 71
DARINGER. Golden Thorn. 4
DARLING. Penguins. 19
DAUGHERTY, C. M. Good News. 88
DAUGHERTY, J. H. ..Magna Charta. 134
Daughter. Dahl. 48
David and the Sea Gulls. Downer. 4
David's Little Indian. Brown. 47
DAVIS, H. H. Davy Crockett. 65
DAVIS, L. H. South Sea Holiday. 19
DAVIS, M. K. Music Dictionary. 76
Davy Crockett, Big Indian and Little Bear.
Evatt. 50
Davy Crockett's Earthquake. Steele. 14
Davy, Humphry. Kendall. 92
DAWSON. A B C of Queer Fish. 88
143
Day and the Way We Met. Stolz. 14
Day with Poli. James. 104
DEAN, L. D. At the Dry Cleaners. 37
. At the Laundry. 19
DEAN, N. M. Business in Pets. 135
DE ANGELI. Black Fox of Lorne. 49
Dear Garbage Man. Zion. 138
Decatur of High Barbary. Hinternhoff. 22
Decatur, Stephen. Smith. 56
Deedee's Holiday. Brown. 115
Deer in the Family. Hartmann. 102
Deer in the Snow. Schlein. 13
DE JONG. House of Sixty Fathers. 76
DE LA ROCHE. Song of Lambert. 49
DE LEEUW. Rugged Dozen. 19
. Showboat's Comingl 4
DEMING. Hilda Baker: School Nurse. 19
. Strange Disappearance from Ward
27 77
DEMPSEY. Cabin Boy. 4
Desert Dog. Kjelgaard. 40
Desert Drama. Hiser. 130
De Soto: Child of the Sun. Steele. 110
Detectives in Togas. Winterfeld. 30
DICK. Tornado's Big Year. 100
Did You Feed My Cow? Taylor. 57
Digby the Only Dog. Carroll. 2
DILLIARD. Ahoy, Peggy Stewart! 89
DILLON. Policemen. 115
Dipper of Copper Creek. George. 90
Discovering Nature the Year Round.
Jauss. 80
DISNEY. Adventures of Robin Hood. 100
. Donald Duck in Disneyland. 4
. Goofy, Movie Star. 37
Doctors and What They Do. Coy. 3
Dog That Could Swim under Water. Selden.
121
Don and the Book Bus. Olds. 11
Donald Duck in Disneyland. Disney. 4
Doorway in the Dark. Longstreth. 41
DORIAN. Twisted Shadow. 49
Dorinda' s Diamonds. Shutter. 13
Double Quest. Sobol. 110
DOUGLAS. Hard to Tackle. 49
Down River. Church. 127
Down the Mast Road. Duncan. 20
DOWNER. David and the Sea Gulls. 4
Dress Up and Let' s Have a Party. Charlip.
3
DUDLEY, N. Linda Goes to a TV Studio.
128
DUDLEY, R. H. At the Museum. 4
. Good Citizens, Good Neighbors. 100
DU JARDIN. Real Thing. 100
DUNCAN. Down the Mast Road. 20
DUNSING. Seminole Trail. 20
DURELL. Holly River Secret. 77
DUVALL. Facts of Life and Love for Teen-
agers. 20
Early Days of Automobiles. Janeway. 67
Earp, Wyatt. Holbrook. 51
EATON, A. T. Welcome Christmas! 89
EATON, J. Story of Eleanor Roosevelt. 4
EBERLE. Come Be My Friend. 65
EDMONDS. Young Captain Barney. 5
EDWARDS. Making Things of Plastic. 77
Eight Rings on His Tail. Oldrin. 25
EISENBERG, A. Great Discovery. 89
EISENBERG, P. Won Kim's Ox. 100
ELEANOR. Last Apostle. 89
Elephant and the Flea. Alain. 133
Elephant Outlaw. Stinetorf. 110
ELGIN. First Book of Norse Legends. 65
Elijah, Prophet of the One God. Levinger. 81
ELKIN. Gillespie and the Guards. 100
EMERY. First Love, True Love. 5
. Sweet Sixteen. 77
Emmy Keeps a Promise. Chastain. 36
Empress Josephine. Vance. 112
Enchanted Schoolhouse. Sawyer. 96
Enchanted Sixteen. Conrad. 127
Enchanted Summer. Kisinger. 23
ENGEMAN. Annapolis. 37
_ West Point. 20
Enjoying Pets. Aistrop. 1
ENRIGHT. Gone-Away Lake. 135
EPSTEIN. Andrews Raid. 77
. First Book of Printing. 20
. Prehistoric Animals. 116
Erik's Christmas Camera. Seymour. 109
ESKIN. Golden Slumbers. 89
EVANS, D. Prayer Book for Children. 49
EVANS, K. Little Tree. 89
EVATT. Davy Crockett, Big Indian and Little
Bear. 50
Everygirls Horse Stories. Holland. 51
Experiments in the Principles of Space Travel.
Branley. 35
Exploits of Xenophon. Household. 39
EYRE. Children of Light. 128
Facts of Life and Love for Teen-agers. Duvall.
20
Fair Prize. Griffin. 6
FALK. Fire Canoe. 116
. Winter Journey. 20
Family on the Tide. Knight. 23
Family Sabbatical. Brink. 35
FARJEON. Little Bookroom. 5
FARLEY. Black Stallion's Courage. 116
Farmer's Cat Nap. Reeves. 82
Farmyard Friends. Gottlieb. 78
FARRAR. Arctic Assignment. 37
Fast Trains I Busy Trains I Barr. 126
FATIO. Happy Lion Roars. 101
FAVEL. Gilbert and Sullivan Song Book. 67
Favorite Nursery Songs. Ohanian. 137
Favorite Stories Old and New. Gruenberg. 79
Fearless Family. Christensen. 18
144
FENNER. Heroes, Heroes, Heroes. 21
Fiddlesticks and Freckles. Campbell. 64
FIDLER. Man Who Gave Away Millions. 5
FIELD. Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat. 89
Fifer of San Jacinto. McGiffin. 131
Fifteen. Cleary. 48
FINNEY. Is This My Love. 37
Fire and the Gold. Whitney. 30
Fire Canoe. Falk. 116
Fire Dragon. Smith. 110
Firefly. Sears. 26
Fireworks for Windy Foot. Frost. 78
First Book of Canada. Lineaweaver. 93
First Book of Congress. Coy. 48
First Book of Gardening. Kirkus. 7
First Book of Holidays. Burnett. 75
First Book of Microbes. Lewis. 24
First Book of Norse Legends. Elgin. 65
First Book of Printing. Epstein. 20
First Book of Sewing. Roberts. 121
First Book of Television. Stoddard. 14
First Book of the West Indies. Hughes. 103
First Book of Trains. Hamilton. 21
First Graces. Tudor. 58
First Lake Dwellers. Osborne. 11
First Love, True Love. Emery. 5
First Noel. Snell. 56
Fish and Wildlife. Colby. 64
FISHER, A. L. Cherokee Strip. 21
FISHER, C. T. Hawaiian Sword. 77
FITT. Pomeroy's Postscript. 101
Five Cents to See the Monkey. Cook. 64
Five Little Bears. North. 25
5 Pennies to Spend. Young. 31
Flame of Hercules. Llewellyn. 8
FLETCHER, D. Confetti for Cortorelli. 128
FLETCHER, S. Lone Ranger. 116
Flight to the Misty Planet. Patchett. 94
FLOETHE. Winning Colt. 128
FLOHERTY. Forest Ranger. 50
Flood Friday. Lenski. 106
Flood Waters. Beim. 98
Flying Carpet. Brown. 63
Flying Hat. Ward. 28
FORBUS. Magic Pin. 135
Forest Ranger. Floherty. 50
FORSEE. Miracle for Mingo. 128
FORSYTH. Pelican Prill. 78
Fortune Hill. Cheney. 48
FOSDICK. Martin Luther. 90
Four Seasons. Gottlieb. 117
Four to Fourteen. Lines. 72
Four Ways of Being Human. Lisitsky. 93
Fourth of July Story. Dalgliesh. 37
4th Out. Bowen. 46
Frances a la Mode. Wise. 59
Francie Comes Home. Hahn. 102
FRANqOISE. Jeanne-Marie in Gay Paris. 5
_ . What Do You Want To Be? 116
Franklin, Benjamin. Weir. 83
FRAZIER. Secret Friend. 65
Freddy and Simon the Dictator. Brooks. 63
FREEMAN. All About the Atom. 101
FRENCH. Lucky Starr and the Big Sun of
Mercury. 5
French Foreign Legion. Blassingame. 17
French Legends, Tales and Fairy Stories.
Picard. 94
FRICK. Patch. 128
Friend Is "Amie." Steiner. 56
Friendly Farm Animals. Meeks. 10
Friendly Little Jonathan. Bryan. 47
Friends with God. Marshall. 10
FRIERMOODo "That Jones Girl." 50
Frogs and Polliwogs. Hogner. 51
FROST. Fireworks for Windy Foot. 78
Frozen Fire. Sperry. 82
Frozen Foods Plant. Allee. 33
FRY. Wind Call. 50
Full Count. Archibald. 125
Fun at My House: Lindsay. 41
Fun with Puppets. Cassell. 76
Fun with Ventriloquism. Van Rensselaer. 15
Fun with Wire. Leeming. 68
Further Adventures of the Family from One
End Street. Garnett. 90
GALLENKAMP. Pueblo Indians in Story,
Song and Dance. 21
Gallery of Children. King. 92
GALT. Seven Days from Sunday. 101
GARD. Scotty's Mare. 129
GARDINER. Edmund Campion, Hero of God's
Underground. 116
GARNETT. Further Adventures of the Family
from One End Street. 90
GARST. Dick Wootton: Trail Blazer of Raton
Pass. 38
. Golden Bird. 5
GAUL. Complete Book of Space Travel. 116
GAULT. Speedway Challenge. 90
General "Baseball" Doubleday. Holzman. 79
GEORGE. Dipper of Copper Creek. 90
George. Rowand. 43
Ghost at Kimball Hill. Blizard. 17
Ghost Rock Mystery. Jane. 104
GIDAL. My Village in Austria. 101
. My Village in India. 78
GILBERT, K. Wolf Dog Valley. 101
GILBERT, M. Eli Whitney: Master Craftsman.
90
Gilbert and Sullivan Song Book. Hyatt and
Favel. 67
Gillespie and the Guards. Elkin. 100
GILLIGAN. Shoe the Wild Mare. 117
Gil's Discovery in the Mine. Lee. 119
Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat. Field. 89
Girl in a Hurry. Rowe. 55
145
Girl in Buckskin. Butters. 36
Girl of the North Country. Howard. 103
Gloomy Erasmus. Hart. 130
Glooskap's Country. Macmillan. 106
God Cares for Me. Wolcott. 31
Gold Race. Scharbach. 96
Golden Bird. Garst. 5
Golden Book of Christmas Tales. Lewickio
52
Golden Book of Science. Parker. 94
Golden Picture Book of Stories. Moore. 10
Golden Promise. Blackburn. 98
Golden Slumbers. Eskin. 89
Golden Summer. Conrad. 36
Golden Thorn. Daringer. 4
Golden Window. Rydberg. 26
Gone-Away Lake. Enright. 135
Gone Is My Goose. Koch. 136
GOOD. Panchito. 78
Good Citizens, Good Neighbors. Dudley. 100
Good-for-Nothings. Grimm. 102
Good Knight Ghost. Bendick. 62
Good News. Daugherty. 88
Good Night! Steiner. 70
GOODSPEED. Let's Take a Trip to Watch a
Building Go Up. 101
Goofy, Movie Star. Disney. 37
GOTTLIEB. Farmyard Friends. 78
. Four Seasons. 117
GOUDEY. Here Come the Elephants! 38
. Here Come the Lions 6
GOULDING. Master Cat and Other Plays. 65
GOVAN. Mystery at the Mountain Face. 90
. Rachel Jackson, Tennessee Girl. 6
Goya. Ripley. 54
GRAHAM. Water for America. 65
GRANT, B. Longhorn. 117
GRANT, M. P. Wonder World of Microbes.
21
GRAUTOFF. Tale That Grew and Grew. 66
GRAY, A. Adventure Book of Insects. 129
GRAY, P. Heads Up. 117
Gray Squirrel. Adrian. 61
Great Discoverers in Modern Science.
Pringle. 95
Great Discovery. Eisenberg. 89
Great Men of the Sea. Riesenberg. 95
Great Nutrition Puzzle. Callahan and Payne.
75
Great Scoop. MacKaye. 41
GREEN, I. E. Animal Masquerade. 78
__ . Home for Woody. 78
. Woody, the Little Wood Duck. 79
GREEN, R. L. Modern Fairy Stories. 6
Green Darner. Mc Clung. 41
Green Man from Space. Zarem. 16
GREENE, C. I Want To Be a Train Engineer.
91
SI Want To Be an Animal Doctor.199
. I Want To Be an Orange Grower. 91
. Motor Holiday. 129
STrip on a Train. 79
GREENE, M. S. Cowboy of the Ramapos. 6
GREGOR. Little Elephant. 135
GRIFFIN. Fair Prize. 6
GRILLEY. Shilling for Samuel. 102
GRIMM. Good-for-Nothings. 102
GRUENBERG. Favorite Stories Old and New.
79
Gruyo of the Flying H. Storm. 111
GUILLOT. 397th White Elephant. 117
GULLAHORN. Zigger, the Pet Chameleon.
38
GUMPLO. Our School Playhouse. 6
GURKO. Tom Paine: Freedom's Apostle.
117
GUY. Baby for Betsy. 129
Gypsies' Fiddle. Jagendorf and Tillhagen. 51
Gypsy Secret. Crane. 127
HABER. Walt Disney Story of Our Friend the
Atom. 129
HAHN. Francie Comes Home. 102
. Leonardo da Vinci. 102
Hah-Nee of the Cliff Dwellers. Buff. 64
HALACY. Star for a Compass. 129
HALL, E. A. Adventure at Table Mountain.
79
HALL, M. Morning Glory. 21
HALL, R. Bertie and Eddie. 117
HALL, W. Telltime Goes a'Counting. 91
HAMID. Boy Acrobat. 118
HAMILTON. First Book of Trains. 21
HANNON. Catholic Child's Picture Dictionary.
91
Hanover's Wishing Star. Caffrey. 75
HANSEN. Old Ironsides: The Fighting
"Constitution." 21
Happy Christmas Bishop. 62
Happy Hollisters and the Secret Fort. West.
29
Happy Hollisters at Pony Hill Farm. West.
29
Happy Lion Roars. Fatio. 101
Hard To Tackle. Douglas. 49
HARDY. Make Your Own. 118
HARGIS. Sunday with Stevie. 102
HARKINS. Young Skin Diver. 102
HARNETT. Stars of Fortune. 91
Harold's Fairy Tale. Johnson. 51
HARRINGTON. Ootook: Young Eskimo Girl.
91
. Stormy Summer. 6
HARRIS. Hummer and Buzz. 38
Harry, the Dirty Dog. Zion. 84
HART. Gloomy Erasmus. 130
HARTMANN. Deer in the Family. 102
HARTWELL. Senorita Okay. 38
HASTINGS, E. B. Playground Fun. 22
146
HASTINGS, M. Search for the Little Yellow
Men. 50
Hat for Amy Jean. Chalmers. 3
Hat-Shaking Dance. Courlander and Prempeh.
99
Hawaiian Sword. Fisher. 77
HAWKES. Three Seeds. 50
Hawks. Ripper. 12
Hays. Christmas on the Mayflower. 66
HAYWOOD. Betsy's Busy Summer. 50
HAZELTINE. Year Around. 22
Head on London Bridge. Magaret. 136
Heads Up. Gray. 117
HEALEY. All about Bicycles. 102
HEARN. Children of Bible Days. 91
HEFFLEFINGER. School Helpers. 22
Heidi. Spyri. 56
HEINLEIN. Time for the Stars. 66
Heir of Kiloran. Sprague. 13
HELM. Wonderful Good Neighbors. 38
HELMERICKS. Arctic Bush Pilot. 38
HENGESBAUGH. I Live in So Many Places.
22
HENRY, J. Tiger's Chance. 130
HENRY, M. Cinnabar, the One O' Clock Fox.
66
Henry's Ride. Schlein. 26
Herbert the Lion. Newberry. 11
Here Come the Elephants I Goudey. 38
Here Come the Lions! Goudey. 6
Heroes, Heroes, Heroes. Fenner. 21
HERRON. Signal Hill. 7
Hide and Seek. Coatsworth. 19
High White Wall. Sherburne. 109
Highland Fling. Burr. 126
HIGHTOWER. Mrs. Wappinger's Secret. 7
Highway to Adventure. Lauber. 52
Hilda Baker: School Nurse. Deming. 19
Hill Farm. Wriston. 59
Hill of the Red Fox. McLean. 120
Hillbilly Pitcher. Jackson. 103
HILLES. Auction Today.. 22
HINTERNHOFF. Decatur of High Barbary.
22
HIRSHBERG. Varsity Double Play. 118
HISER. Desert Drama. 130
HOBERMAN. All My Shoes Come in Twos. 135
HOFFMAN, E. School Helpers. 22
HOFFMAN, P. Sew EasyI 22
HOGAN. Little Ones. 22
HOGEBOOM. Planes and How To Draw Them.
79
HOGNER, D. C. Cat Family. 130
. Frogs and Polliwogs. 51
HOGNER, N. Sad Eye, the Clown. 39
HOLBERG. Tabitha' s Hill. 79
HOLBROOK. Davy Crockett. 66
S__ Wyatt Earp, U. S. Marshal. 51
HOLLAND. Everygirls Horse Stories. 51
. No Children, No Pets. 103
Holly River Secret. Durell. 77
HOLZMAN. General "Baseball" Doubleday.
79
HOMAN. St. Th6rese and the Roses. 103
Home for a Bunny. Brown. 2
Home for Woody. Green. 78
Honest Dollar. Simpson. 109
HONNESS. Mystery at the Doll Hospital. 23
. Mystery of the Auction Trunk. 39
HONOUR. Cave of Riches. 66
Horsemen of the Western Plateau. Bleeker.
114
HORWICH. Miss Frances' Story Book of Pets
for the Very Young. 103
. Mr. Meyer's Cow. 23
Hospital Zone. Stolz. 57
House of Sixty Fathers. De Jong. 76
HOUSEHOLD. Exploits of Xenophon. 39
How To Paint in Oil. Zaidenberg. 84
HOWARD. Girl of the North Country. 103
HUBBARD. Boss Chombale. 135
Hudson's Bay Company. Morenus. 82
Huff Puff Hickory Hill. Budney. 63
HUGHES. First Book of the West Indies. 103
Hummer and Buzz. Harris. 38
HUNT. Stars for Christy. 66
HURD. Windy and the Willow Whistle. 7
HUTTON. Picture History of Canada. 130
Hyatt. Gilbert and Sullivan Song Book. 67
I Found My Love. Walden. 28
I Give You My Colt. Kelsey. 67
I Know a Lot of Things. Rand. 54
I Know a Magic House. Schwartz. 55
I Know Why We Give Thanks. White. 30
I Live in So Many Places. Hengesbaugh. 22
I Want To Be a Train Engineer. Greene. 91
I Want To Be an Animal Doctor. Greene. 129
I Want To Be an Orange Grower. Greene. 91
I Will Tell You of a Town. Reid. 26
ICENHOWER. Mr. Midshipman Murdock and
the Barbary Pirates. 80
. Submarine Rendezvous. 130
If I Ran the Circus. Seuss. 55
ILSLEY. Pink Hat. 80
Impractical Chimney-Sweep. Sisson. 55
In France. Clement. 64
India. Taylor. 138
Indigo Magic. Lawrence. 41
Insect Engineers. Bartlett. 114
Insects-Indoors and Out. Roberts. 121
Inside the Atom. Asimov. 113
Introducing Patti Lewis: Home Economist.
Wells. 58
IRVING. Rocks and Minerals and the Stories
They Tell. 118
Is This My Love. Finney. 37
Island Exile. Neilson. 53
Islanders. Pertwee. 107
It's Fun To Be Nice. Bell. 86
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It's Spring! It's Springl Janice. 67
It's Time To Give a Play. Woolsey and
Sechrist. 84
IVENS. Long Hike. 39
J. Hamilton Hamster. Konkle. 131
Jack and the Beanstalk. Tenggren. 112
JACKSON, C. P. Hillbilly Pitcher. 103
Jackson, Rachel. Govan. 6
JACKSON, S. Witchcraft of Salem Village.
103
Jacobin's Daughter. Williamson. 30
JAEGER. Bull That Was Terrifico. 104
JAGENDORF. Gypsies' Fiddle. 51
. Priceless Cats. 91
JAMES. Day with Poli. 104
Jan of Holland. Buckley. 63
JANE. Ghost Rock Mystery. 104
JANEWAY. Early Days of Automobiles. 67
Janey and the Summer Dance Camp. Woody.
59
JANICE. It's Springl It's Spring! 67
JAUSS. Discovering Nature the Year Round.
80
Jeanne-Marie in Gay Paris. Frangoise. 5
JENKINS. Amos, Prophet of Justice. 92
JENNINGS. "Literature for Adolescents-
Pap or Protein?" 124
Jesus, the Children's Friend. Lloyd. 8
Jet Transports. Lewellen. 93
JEWETT. Cobbler's Knob. 104
Joe Sunpool. Wilcox. 123
John Mark, First Gospel Writer. Williams.
71
JOHNSON, C. Harold's Fairy Tale. 51
. Time for Spring. 118
JOHNSON, E. Nancy Runs the Bookmobile.
51
JOHNSON, M. S. Megan, a Welsh Corgi. 118
Jonah the Fisherman. Zimnik. 16
JONES. Tell Me about Heaven. 7
Journey of Johnny Rew. Barrett. 17
JUDSON. Mr. Justice Holmes. 92
JUPO. Sweetest Story Ever Told. 7
KAHL. Maxie. 130
. Plum Pudding for Christmas. 67
KAPP. Cat Came Fiddling. 39
Kate Brennan, Model. Daly. 115
KELLOGG. Paderewski. 92
KELLY. Reporters around the World. 104
KELSEY. I Give You My Colt. 67
Ken Tompkins, Animal Doctor. Rathjen. 137
KENDALL. Humphry Davy: 'Pilot' of Penzance.
92
Kenny's Window. Sendak. 13
Keola, a Boy of Old Hawaii. Curtis. 76
KEPES. Beasts from a Brush. 80
KESSLER. Crunch Crunch. 80
. Peek-a-boo. 136
KETTLEKAMP. Magic of Sound. 39
Kevin. Chalmers. 134
Kevin O' Connor and the Light Brigade.
Wibberley. 123
KIELTY. Marie Antoinette. 39
KING, M. Gallery of Children. 92
. Portrait of Jesus. 80
KING, R. Burrito. 7
King Herla's Quest. Leekley. 93
King Solomon's Horses. Kubie. 81
KINGMAN. Magic Christmas Tree. 51
KIRKUS. First Book of Gardening. 7
KISINGER. Enchanted Summer. 23
KITSON. Vocations for Boys. 67
KJELGAARD. Big Red. 23
. Desert Dog. 40
. Wildlife Camerman. 104
KLEIN. What Would You Do If ... 51
KNIGHT, F. Bluenose Pirate. 118
. Family on the Tide. 23
KNIGHT, R. A. Y. Search for the Galleon's
Goldl 80
Knock at the Door, Emmy. Means. 10
KOCH. Gone Is My Goose. 136
KOHLER. "The Sun Shines Bright." 40
KOMROFF. Mozart. 40
KONKLE. J. Hamilton Hamster. 131
. Tabby's Kittens. 23
KRAMER, B. L. Cave Men of the Old Stone
Age. 40
KRAMER, W. S. Treasure at Bar X. 7
KRAUSS. Birthday Party. 136
KROLL. Young Medicine Man. 8
KUBIE. King Solomon's Horses. 81
KUSKIN. Roar and More. 67
LA CROIX. Mysteries of the Sea. 105
LADD. Night of the Hurricane. 40
LAIRD. Tree of Language. 105
LAKE. Life and Times of Wyatt Earp. 40
LAMB. Spirit of Modern Adventure. 105
LAMBERT, E. W. Man Who Drew Cats. 119
LAMBERT, J. Love Taps Gently. 40
LAMBERT, R. S. World's Most Daring
Explorers. 68
LAMPMAN. Navaho Sister. 52
LANCASTER. American Revolution. 136
Land of the Silver Spruce. Blackburn. 2
LANE. Nat Harkins, Privateersman. 119
LANGDALE. Cocker Spaniel Mystery. 119
LANGSTAFF. Tiny Baby for You. 105
LANSING, E. C. H. Sure Thing for Shep. 92
LANSING, J. K. Being Nice Is Lots of Fun.
81
Last Apostle. Eleanor. 89
Last Cruise of the Nightwatch. Bloomfield.
35
Last Waltz. Carpenter. 75
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Later Old Testament Stories. Smither. 13
LATHAM. This Dear-Bought Land. 131
. Trail Blazer of the Seas. 52
LATTIMORE. Little Pear and the Rabbits.
68
. Monkey of Crofton. 92
LAUBER. Clarence, the TV Dog. 23
. Highway to Adventure. 52
LAWRENCE, I. Niko: Sculptor's Apprentice.
68
LAWRENCE, M. Indigo Magic. 41
LAZO. On the Trail of Inca Gold. 41
LEACH. Beginning. 131
LEAF. Lucky You. 68
Leaper. McClung. 119
Learning about Love. Lerrigo, Southard and
Senn. 93
LEE. Gil's Discovery in the Mine. 119
LEEKLEY. King Herla's Quest. 93
LEEMING. Fun with Wire. 68
Legends of Old Hawaii. Allen. 97
LE GRAND. Matilda. 23
LEHR. Weather. 131
LEINHAUSER. Patricia's Secret. 105
LEMMON. All about Birds. 105
LENSKI. Berries in the Scoop. 24
. Big Little Davy. 105
. Flood Friday. 106
. We Live by the River. 24
LENT. Men at Work in New England. 8
Leonardo da Vinci. Hahn. 102
LERRIGO. Learning about Love. 93
. Story about You. 106
Let's Take a Trip to a Bakery. Buchheimer.
86
Let' s Take a Trip to a Newspaper. Sootin.
122
Let's Take a Trip to Watch a Building Go Up.
Goodspeed. 101
LEVINGER. Elijah, Prophet of the One God.
81
Levko. MacMillan. 69
LEVY. Painting with Sunshine. 81
LEWELLEN. Jet Transports. 93
. Tommy Learns To Fly. 8
LEWICKI. Golden Book of Christmas Tales.
52
LEWIS, A. Children's First Books In Reading.
16
LEWIS, B. Blue Mountain. 52
LEWIS, E. F. To Beat a Tiger. 93
LEWIS, L. Z. First Book of Microbes. 24
LE WITT. Vegetabull. 106
LEYSON. More Modern Wonders and How
They Work. 68
L' HOMMEDIEU. Topper and Madam Pig.
52
IANG. Pot Bank. 53
Life and Times of Wyatt Earp. Lake. 40
Life of Winston Churchill. Wibberley. 30
LIFFRING. Ray and Stevie on a Corn Belt
Farm. 8
LIGGETT. Pigeon, Fly Home! 8
Linda Goes to a TV Studio. Dudley. 128
Linda's Indian Home. McKeown. 9
LINDQUIST. Animals From All Over the
World. 119
. Call of the White Fox. 106
LINDSAY. Fun at My House. 41
.Toy Show Surprise. 81
LINEAWEAVER. First Book of Canada. 93
LINES. Four to Fourteen. 72
. Once in Royal David's City. 68
LISITSKY. Four Ways of Being Human. 93
"Literature for Adolescents-Pap or Protein?"
Jennings. 124
Little Bookroom. Farjeon. 5
Little Circus. Shirk. 27
Little Elephant. Gregor. 135
Little Eskimo Hunter. Tolboom. 112
Little Fish That Got Away. Cook. 3
Little Flower Girl. Tafe. 27
Little Golden Mother Goose. Mother Goose.
132
Little Indian Basket Maker. Clark. 99
Little Kitten, Big World. Baldwin. 113
Little Maverick Cow. Coates. 115
Little 0. Unnerstad. 138
Little Ones. Hogan. 22
Little Pear and the Rabbits. Lattimore. 68
Little Tree. Evans. 89
Little Turkey. Rowntree. 12
Living in England. Taylor. 111
LLEWELLYN. Flame of Hercules. 8
LLOYD. Jesus, the Children's Friend. 8
LOMASK. John Carroll: Bishop and Patriot.
24
Lone Hunt. Steele. 110
Lone Hunter's Gray Pony. Worcester. 31
Lone Ranger. Fletcher. 116
LONG. Pirate' s Doll. 8
Long Hike. Ivens. 39
Longhorn. Grant. 117
LONGSTRETH. Doorway in the Dark. 41
Lost Dragon of Wessex. Bowers. 134
Lost Glacier. Styles. 111
Lost in the Barrens. Mowat. 53
Lost Ones. Shaffer. 109
Lost Planet. Dallas. 134
Louisa. Brown. 98
Love Taps Gently. Lambert. 40
LOVELACE. That Dodger Horse. 131
LOWE. Child' s Book of Psalms. 93
Lucky Days. Pardee and Young. 12
Lucky Shoes. Millholland. 106
Lucky Starr and the Big Sun of Mercury.
French. 5
Lucky You. Leaf. 68
Ludi, the Little St. Bernard. Smaridge. 110
Luther, Martin. Fosdick. 90
149
LYON. Proud Air. 81
McCASLIN. Tall Tales and Tall Men. 53
McCLARREN. Mexican Assignment. 136
McCLUNG. Green Darner. 41
. Leaper. 119
. Major, the Story of a Black Bear. 9
McCONNELL. Criteria for Juvenile
Biographies. 16
McCRACKEN. Story of Alaska. 69
MacDONALD, G. Whistle for the Train. 136
McDONALD, L. S. Mystery of the Long
House. 120
MACDONALD, M. Smugglers Cove. 9
McDOWELL. Second Son. 24
McGAVRAN. Ricardo's Search. 120
McGIFFIN. Fifer of San Jacinto. 131
. Ten Tall Texans. 24
MacGREGOR. Mr. Ferguson of the Fire
Department. 53
McGUIRE. Case of the Smuggled Ruby. 53
McILLVAINE. Stardust for Jennifer. 24
MacKAYE. Great Scoop. 41
. Trail from Taos. 9
MacKELLAR. Danger in the Mist. 9
McKEOWN. Linda's Indian Home. 9
McLEAN. Hill of the Red Fox. 120
MACMANN. Risky Business. 9
MacMILLAN, A. M. Levko. 69
MACMILLAN, C. Glooskap's Country. 106
Madame Curie. Bigland. 126
MAGARET. Head on London Bridge. 136
Magellan, Ferdinand. Welch. 123
Magic Bullets. Sutherland. 44
Magic Christmas Tree. Kingman. 51
Magic House of Numbers. Adler. 133
Magic of Sound. Kettlekamp. 39
Magic of Water. Schloat. 108
Magic Pin. Forbus. 135
Magic Stones. Alain. 133
Magna Charta. Daugherty. 134
Major, the Story of a Black Bear. McClung.
9
Make a Wish for Me. Weber. 58
Make Your Own. Hardy. 118
Making the Mississippi Shout. Calhoun. 87
Making Things of Plastic. Edwards. 77
MALKUS. Sidi, Boy of the Desert. 69
. Young Inca Prince. 132
MALVERN. Stephanie. 9
Man and His Tools. Burns. 126
Man in the Manhole and the Fix-It Men.
Sage. 55
Man Who Drew Cats. Lambert. 119
Man Who Gave Away Millions. Fidler. 5
Mapping the World. Raisz. 120
Marie Antoinette. Kielty. 39
Marilda' s House. Bates. 45
Mars. Branley. 63
MARSHALL. Friends with God. 10
MARTINI True Book of Cowboys. 53
Marty on Campus. Bialk. 34
Mary Florence. Tiffany. 27
Marya. Bloch. 134
MASSEY. Rolling Home. 24
Master Cat and Other Plays. Goulding. 65
Match Point. Paulson. 107
Matilda. Le Grand. 23
MAW. Nickoline's Career. 25
Maxie. Kahl. 130
MAYS. Action Starboard. 25
MEADER. Sabre Pilot. 69
MEANS. Knock at the Door, Emmy. 10
Medicine for Wildcat. Riordan. 121
MEEKS. Friendly Farm Animals. 10
. One Is the Engine. 106
Megan, a Welsh Corgi. Johnson. 118
MEIGS, C. L. Wild Geese Flying. 132
MEIGS, E. B. Blue Palomino. 25
MELLIN. Pidgy's Surprise. 42
Mellops Go Flying. Ungerer. 123
Men Against Everest. Shipton. 43
Men at Work in New England. Lent. 8
MERRIAM. Real Book about Amazing Birds.
69
MERRILL. Song for Gar. 120
MERWIN. Where's Teresa? 25
Message to Hadrian. Trease. 44
METCALFE. Mining Round the World. 94
Mexican Assignment. McClarren. 136
Miami Towers. Carr. 18
Mickey's Magnet. Branley and Vaughan. 35
Mighty Men of Baseball. Verral. 28
Mike Fink. Bowman. 98
Military Vehicles. Colby. 99
Milk Flood. Corey. 88
MILLER, H. L. Plays for Living and Learning.
81
MILLER, J. L. Some Picture-Story Books. 16
MILLHOLLAND. Lucky Shoes. 106
MILNE. TV Girl Friday. 107
MINDLIN. Dangerous Island. 53
Mining Round the World. Metcalfe. 94
Miracle for Mingo. Forsee. 128
Miracles on Maple Hill. Sorensen. 56
Misko. Seckar. 26
Miss Frances' Story Book of Pets for the Very
Young. Horwich. 103
Miss Grimsbee Is a Witch. Weales. 138
Mission Indians of California. Bleeker. 34
Mr. Ferguson of the Fire Department.
MacGregor. 53
Mr. Justice Holmes. Judson. 92
Mr. Meyer's Cow. Horwich. 23
Mr. Midshipman Murdock and the Barbary
Pirates. Icenhower. 80
Mr. Teach Goes to War. Cooper. 127
Mrs. Wappinger's Secret. Hightower. 7
Modern Fairy Stories. Green. 6
MOE. Three Billy Goats Gruff. 113
150
Molly and the Golden Wedding. Sheehy. 96
Monkey of Crofton. Lattimore. 92
Monkey Tree. Bose. 74
MONTGOMERY. Beaver Water. 10
. Claim Jumpers. 69
SMountain Man. 107
MOORE. Daniel Boone. 10
. Golden Picture Book of Stories. 10
. My First Counting Book. 10
. Wobbly Wheels. 42
More Modern Wonders and How They Work.
Leyson. 69
More Music Makers. Young. 60
More Read to Yourself Stories. Child Study
Association of America. 126
MORENUS. Hudson' s Bay Company. 82
MORISON. Story of the "Old Colony" of New
Plymouth. 94
Morning Glory. Hall. 21
Morse, Samuel. Snow. 27
MOTHER GOOSE. Little Golden Mother Goose.
132
Motor Holiday. Greene. 129
Mountain Man. Montgomery. 107
MOWAT. Lost in the Barrens. 53
Mozart. Komroff. 40
Muriel Saves String. Waugh. 29
MURPHY. American Riddles in Rhyme. 11
Music Dictionary. Davis and Broido. 76
Mutt. Bradbury. 18
My Baby Brother. Scarry. 108
My First Counting Book. Moore. 10
My Sister Mike. Walden. 58
My Village in Austria. Gidal. 101
My Village in India. Gidal. 78
MYERS. Touch the Harvest Moon. 42
MYGATT. Prisoner in the Circle. 42
Mysteries of the Sea. La Croix. 105
Mystery at the Doll Hospital. Honness. 23
Mystery at the Mountain Face. Govan and
West. 90
Mystery of Steamboat Rock. Croman. 19
Mystery of the Auction Trunk. Honness. 39
Mystery of the Glory Hole Mine. Blackburn.
62
Mystery of the Long House. McDonald and
Ross. 120
Mystery Walks the Campus. Turngren. 83
Nancy Runs the Bookmobile. Johnson. 51
Nat Harkins, Privateersman. Lane. 119
NATHAN. When Lincoln Went to Gettysburg.
11
Navaho Sister. Lampman. 52
NEILSON. Island Exile. 53
Nellie Bly. Baker. 74
NESBITT. Captain John Smith's Page. 132
Never Mixed Up Again. Beattie. 45
NEVINS. St. Francis of the Seven Seas. 107
New Dreams for Old. Person. 137
New Feathers for the Old Goose. Becker.
126
NEWBERRY. Herbert the Lion. 11
NICOLAS. Bear's Land. 54
. Perry the Imp. 58
Night of the Hurricane. Ladd. 40
Night Train to Scotland. Burr. 2
Niko: Sculptor's Apprentice. Lawrence. 68
Nikoline's Career. Maw. 25
NINDORF. Williwaw Cubs. 136
Nipper Shiffer's Donkey. Rosenquist. 43
NIXON. Pushti. 94
No Children, No Pets. Holland. 103
NORTH. Five Little Bears. 25
NORTON, A. Stand to Horse. 69
. Star Born. 132
NORTON, J. M. Sunflower Song Book. 70
Nor'Westers. Campbell. 98
NYE. Wishing on a Star. 94
O'Donnells. Sullivan. 111
Of Courage and Valor. Strong. 57
OGILVIE. Blueberry Summer. 11
OHANIAN. Favorite Nursery Songs. 137
Oil, Today's Black Magic. Buehr. 86
Old Ironsides: The Fighting "Constitution."
Hansen. 21
Old Satan. Wallower. 28
OLDRIN. Eight Rings on His Tail. 25
OLDS. Don and the Book Bus. 11
On the Trail of Inca Gold. Lazo. 41
Once in Royal David's City. Lines. 68
One Against the Moon. Wollheim. 59
One Is Good but Two Are Better. Slobodkin.
109
1 Is One. Tudor. 83
One Is the Engine. Meeks. 106
Ootook: Young Eskimo Girl. Harrington. 91
OPIE. Oxford Nursery Rhyme Book. 11
OSBORNE. First Lake Dwellers. 11
Otter Twins. Tompkins. 71
Our Friend Mrs. Goose. Potter. 54
Our Hormones and How They Work. Riedman.
137
Our School Playhouse. Gumplo. 6
Our Senses and How They Work. Zim. 31
Our World. Watson. 28
Oxford Nursery Rhyme Book. Opie. 11
Pack Rat School. Atkinson. 73
Paderewski. Kellogg. 92
Paine, Thomas. Gurko. 117
Painting with Sunshine. Levy. 81
PALLAS. Star Reporter Mystery. 42
Panchito. Good. 78
PARDEE. Lucky Days. 12
PARKER, B. M. Golden Book of Science. 94
PARKER, R. Three Pebbles. 25
Patch. Frick. 128
PATCHETT. Flight to the Misty Planet. 94
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Patricia's Secret. Leinhauser. 105
PAULI. Bernadette, Our Lady's Little
Servant. 107
PAULL. Come to the Country. 137
PAULSON. Match Point. 107
PAYNE. Great Nutrition Puzzle. 75
PEARE. Jules Verne: His Life. 54
PEARL. Tenth Wonder. 120
PEART. Red Falcons of Trdmoine. 70
PEASE. Children That Lived in a Shoe. 42
PECKINPAH. Coco Is Coming. 120
Peek-a-boo. Kessler. 136
Pelican Prill. Forsyth. 78
Penguins. Darling. 19
People. Block. 114
People of the Snow. Tolboom. 71
PERRAULT. Puss-in-Boots. 25
Perry the Imp. Will and Nicolas. 58
PERSON. New Dreams for Old. 137
PERTWEE. Islanders. 107
PETTEY. Brave Men of the Bible. 54
Phantom Rider. Robertson. 12
PHILLIPS. Big-Enough Boat. 108
PICARD. French Legends, Tales and Fairy
Stories. 94
. Ransom for a Knight. 42
Picture History of Canada. Hutton. 130
Pidgy's Surprise. Mellin. 42
Pigeon, Fly Home Liggett. 8
Pilgrim Goose. Robertson. 12
Pink Hat. Ilsley. 80
PINKERTON. Second Meeting. 26
Pirate' s Doll. Long. 8
Planes and How To Draw Them. Hogeboom.
79
Playground Fun. Hastings. 22
Plays for Living and Learning. Miller. 81
PLIMPTON. Rabbit's Umbrella. 12
Plum Pudding for Christmas. Kahl. 67
Plume Hunters Mystery. Wallace. 112
Policemen. Dillon. 115
Polio Pioneers. Sterling. 14
Pomeroy' s Postscript. Fitt. 101
Portrait of Jesus. King. 80
Pot Bank. Liang. 53
POTTER. Our Friend Mrs. Goose. 54
PRATT. All about Rockets and Jets. 54
Prayer Book for Children. Evans. 49
Prehistoric Animals. Epstein. 116
PREMPEH. Hat-Shaking Dance. 99
PRICE, C. Song of the Wheels. 95
PRICE, O. M. Blue Harbor. 43
PRICE, W. D. Volcano Adventure. 70
Priceless Cats. Jagendorf. 91
Princess Mary of Maryland. Agle. 85
PRINGLE. Great Discoverers in Modern
Science. 95
Prisoner in the Circle. Mygatt. 42
Prissy Misses. Bishop. 46
Proud Air. Lyon. 81
Pueblo Indians in Story, Song and Dance.
Gallenkamp. 21
Pushti. Nixon. 94
Puss-in-Boots. Perrault. 25
PUTTCAMP. Borrowed Boots. 95
Pyle, Ernie. Wilson. 44
Queen's Gold. Youngsberg. 60
Quest of the Snow Leopard. Andrews. 61
Rabbit's Umbrella. Plimpton. 12
Races and People. Boyd and Asimov. 62
Rainbow Book of Art. Craven. 19
Rainbow Tomorrow. Stack. 70
RAISZ. Mapping the World. 120
RAND. I Know a Lot of Things. 54
Ransom for a Knight. Picard. 42
RATHJEN. Ken Tompkins, Animal Doctor.
137
Ray and Stevie on a Corn Belt Farm.
Liffring. 8
READ. This Way, Delight. 70
Real Book about Amazing Birds. Merriam.
69
Real Thing. Du Jardin. 100
Really Spring. Zion. 31
Red Falcons of Tremoine. Peart. 70
REEDER. West Point Story. 108
REEVES. Farmer's Cat Nap. 82
REID. I Will Tell You of a Town. 26
REINFELD. They Almost Made It. 54
. Young Charles Darwin. 26
RENICK. Seven Simpsons on Six Bikes. 95
Reporters Around the World. Kelly. 104
REY. See the Circus. 82
REYNOLDS. Sons of the Smiling Tiger. 43
RHOADS. Corn Grows Ripe. 12
Ricardo's Search. McGavran. 120
Riddle of Split Rock. Smith. 43
Riddles of Many Lands. Withers and Benet. 30
Ride on the Wind. Dalgliesh. 49
RIEDMAN. Our Hormes and How They Work.
137
RIESENBERG. Great Men of the Sea. 95
RIORDAN. Medicine for Wildcat. 121
RIPLEY. Goya. 54
RIPPER. Hawks. 12
Risky Business. Macmann. 9
Roar and More. Kuskin. 67
Robbie, the Little Lost Robin. Baller. 34
ROBERTS, C. First Book of Sewing. 121
ROBERTS, H. R. Insects-Indoors and Out.
121
ROBERTSON, K. Phantom Rider. 12
. Pilgrim Goose. 12
ROBERTSON, T. L. Yellow Canes. 121
ROBISON. Charcoal Faces. 137
Rocking Chair Buck. Cheney. 87
Rocks and Minerals and the Stories They Tell.
Irving. 118
152
Rogers' Rangers and the French and Indian
War. Smith. 122
Roll the Red Wagons. Strong. 14
Rolling Home. Massey. 24
Rolling Show. Voight. 71
ROOKE. Twins in Australia. 82
Room for Cathy. Woolley. 59
ROSENQUIST. Nipper Shiffer's Donkey. 43
ROSS, F. X. Superpower. 95
ROSS, Z. H. Mystery of the Long House. 120
ROWAND. George. 43
ROWE. Girl in a Hurry. 55
ROWNTREE. Little Turkey. 12
Roy Rogers and the Indian Sign. Wyatt. 60
Rugged Dozen. De Leeuw. 19
RUSHMORE. Chief Takes Over. 121
RUSSELL. Up and Down Main Street. 82
RYDBERG. Golden Window. 26
Sabre Pilot. Meader.. 69
Sad Eye, the Clown. Hogner. 39
SAGE. Man in the Manhole and the Fix-it
Men. 55
Saint Dominic and the Rosary. Beebe. 34
St. Francis of the Seven Seas. Nevins. 107
St. Th6rdse and the Roses. Homan. 103
Sally Saucer. Weiss. 29
Saucy Cockle. Craigie. 100
SAUNDERS. Age of Worth. 108
SAWYER. Enchanted Schoolhouse. 96
SAXON. Sea Beach Adventure. 96
SCARRY. My Baby Brother. 108
Scary Thing. Bannon. 74
SCHARBACH. Gold Race. 96
SCHLEIN. Amazing Mr. Pelgrew. 121
. Deer in the Snow. 13
. Henry's Ride. 26
. Something for Now, Something for
Later. 82
SCHLOAT. Magic of Water. 108
SCHNEIDER. You and Your Senses. 13
School Helpers. Hoffman and Hefflefinger. 22
SCHWARTZ. I Know a Magic House. 55
SCOTT. Bitsy. 137
. Brand New Kitten. 138
. What Susan Wanted. 13
Scotty's Mare. Gard. 129
Screaming Ghost and Other Stories. Carmer.
18
Sea Beach Adventure. Saxon. 96
Search for a Golden Bird. Bothwell. 74
Search for the Galleon's Gold! Knight. 80
Search for the Little Yellow Men. Hastings.
50
SEARS. Firefly. 26
SECHRIST. It' s Time To Give a Play. 84
SECKAR. Misko. 26
Second Meeting. Pinkerton. 26
Second Son. McDowell. 24
Secret. Clewes. 99
Secret Friend. Frazier. 65
See the Circus. Rey. 82
See through the Forest. Selsam. 26
See through the Jungle. Selsam. 138
SEIBERT. Abrus Necklace. 108
SELDEN. Dog That Could Swim under Water.
121
SELLMAN. Crusades. 96
SELSAM. See through the Forest. 26
. See through the Jungle. 138
Seminole Trail. Dunsing. 20
SENDAK. Kenny's Window. 13
SENN. Learning about Love. 93
. Story about You. 106
Senorita Okay. Hartwell. 38
SEUSS, DR. If I Ran the Circus. 55
Seven Days from Sunday. Galt. 101
Seven Simpsons on Six Bikes. Renick. 95
Seven Stars for Catfish Bend. Burman. 36
Sew Easyl Hoffman. 22
SEWELL. Black Beauty. 96
Sewing Is Easy! Tanous. 57
SEYMOUR. Erik's Christmas Camera. 109
SHAFFER. Lost Ones. 109
SHAPIRO. Daniel Boone. 27
Sharon. Carr. 115
SHEEHY. Molly and the Golden Wedding. 96
SHELDON. Big Treasure Book of Prayers and
Graces. 13
SHERBURNE. High White Wall. 109
Shilling for Samuel. Grilley. 102
Shining Bird. Tolboom. 57
Ship-How She Works. Beck. 74
SHIPTON. Men Against Everest. 43
SHIRK. Little Circus. 27
Shoe the Wild Mare. Gilligan. 117
Shoes Fit for a King. Bill. 46
Showboat's Coming! De Leeuw. 4
SHUTTER. Dorinda' s Diartonds. 13
Sidi, Boy of the Desert. Malkus. 69
Signal Hill. Herron. 7
SILLIMAN. We Sing of Life. 55
SIMON. All Men Are Brothers. 109
SIMPSON. Honest Dollar. 109
SISSON. Impractical Chimney-Sweep. 55
Six-Pointer Buck. Stephen. 122
Six-Shooter. Colby. 64
Skin Diver. Ball. 85
SLOBODKIN. One Is Good but Two Are
Better. 109
SMARIDGE. Ludi, the Little St. Bernard. 110
SMITH, B. Rogers' Rangers and the French
and Indian War. 122
. Stephen Decatur, Gallant Boy. 56
SMITH, C. F. Valiant Sailor. 122
SMITH, D. S. Criss-Cross Vacation. 122
SMITH, E. S. Year Around. 22
SMITH, F. S. Fire Dragon. 110
SMITH, M. R. Aboard a Bus. 56
SMITH, N. W. Riddle of Split Rock. 43
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SMITHER. Later Old Testament Stories. 13
Smugglers Cove. Macdonald. 9
SNELL. First Noel. 56
SNOW. Samuel Morse, Inquisitive Boy. 27
SOBOL. Double Quest. 110
Sod House Adventure. Worline. 16
Some Picture-Story Books. Miller. 16
Something for Now, Something for Later.
Schlein. 82
Song for Gar. Merrill. 120
Song of Lambert. De La Roche. 49
Song of the Wheels. Price. 95
Sons of the Smiling Tiger. Reynolds. 43
SOOTIN. Let's Take a Trip to a Newspaper.
122
SORENSEN. Miracles on Maple Hill. 56
SOS at Midnight. Tompkins. 123
South Sea Holiday. Davis. 19
SOUTHARD. Learning about Love. 93
. Story about You. 106
Spanish Gold and Casey McKee. Clark. 87
Speed Six Carter. 64
Speedway Challenge. Gault. 90
SPERRY. Frozen Fire. 82
SPIESEKE. "Bibliography of Textbooks in
the Social Studies 1955-1956." 124
Spirit of Modern Adventure. Lamb. 105
SPRAGUE. Heir of Kiloran. 13
SPYRI. Heidi. 56
STACK. Rainbow Tomorrow. 70
Stamp Collector's Guide. Zarchy. 31
Stand to Horse. Norton. 69
STANFORD. Treasure of the Coral Reef. 83
Star Born. Norton. 132
Star Dust. Belden. 74
Star for a Compass. Halacy. 129
Star Reporter Mystery. Pallas. 42
Starboy. Biemiller. 34
Stardust for Jennifer. Mcllvaine. 24
Stars. Adler. 97
Stars for Christy. Hunt. 66
Stars of Fortune. Harnett. 91
STEELE. Davy Crockett's Earthquake. 14
. De Soto: Child of the Sun. 110
. Lone Hunt. 110
STEFFERUD. Wonders of Seeds. 14
STEINER. Friend Is "Amie." 56
____. Good Night! 70
Stephanie. Malvern. 9
STEPHEN. Six-Pointer Buck. 122
STERLING. Polio Pioneers. 14
. Wall Street. 110
STEVENSON. Tecumseh, Shawnee Boy. 56
STEVER. Wholesale Produce Market. 27
STINETORF. Elephant Outlaw. 110
STODDARD. First Book of Television. 14
STOLZ. Day and the Way We Met. 14
. Hospital Zone. 57
Stories from Shakespeare. Chute. 76
STORM. Gruyo of the Flying H. 111
Stormy Summer. Harrington. 6
Story about You. Lerrigo, Southard, and Senn.
106
Story of Alaska. McCracken. 69
Story of D-Day. Bliven. 46
Story of Eleanor Roosevelt. Eaton. 4
Story of the Ice Age. Wyler and Ames. 31
Story of the "Old Colony" of New Plymouth.
Morison. 94
STOVER. Vocations for Boys. 67
Stowaway to the Mushroom Planet. Cameron.
75
STOWE. When Boy Dates Girl. 122
Strange Disappearance from Ward 2. Deming.
77
Stranger. Weaver. 44
STROMWALL. Catholic Child's Prayer Book.
111
STRONG, C. S. Roll the Red Wagons. 14
STRONG, J. Of Courage and Valor. 57
STYLES. Lost Glacier. 111
Submarine Rendezvous. Icenhower. 130
SULLIVAN. O'Donnells. 111
SUMMERS. Trouble on the Run. 14
"The Sun Shines Bright." Kohler. 40
Sunday with Stevie. Hargis. 102
Sunflower Song Book. Norton. 70
Super Circus. Wing. 30
Superpower. Ross. 95
Supersonic Aircraft. Cross. 128
Sure Thing for Shep. Lansing. 92
Surprise for Robin. Brown. 47
Susie and the Ballet Family. Wyndham. 31
SUTHERLAND. Magic Bullets. 44
Sweet Sixteen. Emery. 77
Sweetest Story Ever Told. Jupo. 7
SWIFT. Chocolate Soda. 122
Sword in the Tree. Bulla. 2
Sword of Francisco. Wilson. 71
SYME. Balboa, Finder of the Pacific. 111
SYMONDS. Away to the Moon. 70
Tabby's Kittens. Konkle. 23
Tabitha's Hill. Holberg. 79
Tale that Grew and Grew. Grautoff. 66
Tall Tales and Tall Men. McCaslin. 53
TANOUS. Sewing Is Easy I 57
TATE. Little Flower Girl. 27
TAYLOR, A. India. 138
TAYLOR, D. Living in England. 111
TAYLOR, F. W. Carrier Boy. 112
TAYLOR, M. Did You Feed My Cow? 57
Tecumseh, Shawnee Boy. Stevenson. 56
TV Girl Friday. Milne. 107
Tell Me about Heaven. Jones. 7
Telltime Goes a'Counting. Hall. 91
Ten Tall Texans. McGiffin. 24
TENGGREN. Jack and the Beanstalk. 112
Tenth Wonder. Pearl. 120
That Dodger Horse. Lovelace. 131
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"That Jones Girl." Friermood. 50
THAYER. Charley and the New Car. 138
. Chicken in the Tunnel. 14
They Almost Made It. Reinfeld. 54
This Dear-Bought Land. Latham. 131
This Way, Delight. Read. 70
Those Verney Girls. Courtney. 99
Three Billy Goats Gruff. Asbj$rnsen and Moe.
113
Three Boys and a Girl. Brucker. 126
Three Boys and a Train. Agle and Wilson. 33
397th White Elephant. Guillot. 117
Three Little Animals. Brown. 47
Three Pebbles. Parker. 25
Three Seeds. Hawkes. 50
Three Young Kings. Albee. 73
TIFFANY. Mary Florence. 27
Tiger's Chance. Henry. 130
Tigers Don't Bite. Tworkov. 112
TILLHAGEN. Gypsies' Fiddle. 51
Tim All Alone. Ardizzone. 125
Timber from Terry Forks. Baldwin. 74
Time for Gym. Beim. 85
Time for Spring. Johnson. 118
Time for the Stars. Heinlein. 66
Tina and the Too-Big Doll. Anderson. 61
Tiny Baby for You. Langstaff. 105
TITUS. Anatole. 57
Tizz. Bialk. 34
To Beat a Tiger. Lewis. 93
To Unknown Lands. Wellman. 58
TOLBOOM. Little Eskimo Hunter. 112
. People of the Snow. 71
. Shining Bird. 57
Tommy Learns To Fly. Lewellen. 8
TOMPKINS, J. Otter Twins. 71
TOMPKINS, W. A. SOS at Midnight. 123
Too Many Promises. Chandler. 36
Too Many Sisters. Beim. 34
Topper and Madam Pig. L' Hommedieu. 52
Tornado's Big Year. Dick. 100
Touch the Harvest Moon. Myers. 42
Tough Enough's Trip. Carroll. 87
Tower in the Sky. Wehen. 29
Toy Show Surprise. Lindsay. 81
Trail Blazer of the Seas. Latham. 52
Trail from Taos. MacKaye. 9
TREASE. Black Banner Abroad. 44
. Message to Hadrian. 44
. Young Traveler in Greece. 83
Treasure at Bar X. Kramer. 7
Treasure of the Coral Reef. Stanford. 83
Treasures To See. Weisgard. 83
Tree Is Nice. Udry. 15
Tree of Language. Laird. 105
TREECE. Viking's Dawn. 57
TRESSELT. Wake Up, Farml 112
TREVIrO. Carpet of Flowers. 15
Trip on a Train. Greene. 79
Trouble Hunters. Atwater. 97
Trouble on the Run. Summers. 14
True Book of Cowboys. Martini. 53
True Love for Jenny. Burgwyn. 75
TUDOR. First Graces. 58
. 1 Is One. 83
TUNIS. Buddy and the Old Pro. 15
TURNGREN. Mystery Walks the Campus. 83
Twenty-four and Stanley. Weiss. 29
Twins in Australia. Rooke. 82
Twisted Shadow. Dorian. 49
Two Loves for Jenny Lind. Cavanah. 99
TWORKOV. Tigers Don't Bite. 112
UDRY. Tree Is Nice. 15
Understanding Science. Crouse. 65
UNGERER. Mellops Go Flying. 123
UNNERSTAD. Little 0. 138
Up and Down Main Street. Russell. 82
Valiant Sailor. Smith. 122
VANCE. Boy on the Road. 58
. Empress Josephine. 112
.Windows for Rosemary. 27
VAN DERSAL. Water for America. 65
VAN RENSSELAER. Fun with Ventriloquism.
15
Varsity Double Play. Hirshberg. 118
VAUGHAN. Mickey's Magnet. 35
VAUGHN. Canga. 28
Vegetabull. Le Witt. 106
Verne, Jules. Peare. 54
VERRAL. Mighty Men of Baseball. 28
. Wonderful World Series. 28
Vigilantes, Ride 1 White. 29
Viking's Dawn. Treece. 57
Vocations for Boys. Kitson and Stover. 67
VOIGHT. Rolling Show. 71
Volcano Adventure. Price. 70
Wagons West. Craig. 48
Wake Up, Farm Tresselt 112
WALDEN. I Found My Love. 28
. My Sister Mike. 58
Wall Street. Sterling. 110
WALLACE. Plume Hunters Mystery. 112
WALLOWER. Old Satan. 28
Walt Disney Story of Our Friend the Atom.
Haber. 129
WARD. Flying Hatf 28
Water for America. Graham and Van Dersal.
65
WATSON. Our World. 28
WATTS. Cow in the House. 29
WAUGH. Muriel Saves String. 29
We Live by the River. Lenski. 24
We Sing of Life. Silliman. 55
WEALES. Miss Grimsbee Is a Witch. 138
Weather. Lehr, Burnett, and Zim. 131
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WEAVER. Stranger. 44
WEBER. Make a Wish for Me. 58
WEHEN. Tower in the Sky. 29
WEIR. Benjamin Franklin, Printer and
Patroit. 83
WEISGARD. Treasures To See. 83
WEISS, E. S. Sally Saucer. 29
WEISS, H. Clay, Wood and Wire. 84
. Twenty-four and Stanley. 29
WELCH. Ferdinand Magellan. 123
Welcome Christmas Eaton. 89
WELLMAN. To Unknown Lands. 58
WELLS. City for Jean. 15
. Introducing Patti Lewis: Home
Economist. 58
WEST, E. Mystery at the Mountain Face.
90
WEST, J. Happy Hollisters and the Secret
Fort. 29
Happy Hollisters at Pony Hill Farm.
West Point. Engeman. 20
West Point Story. Reeder and Campion. 108
What Do You Want To Be? Frangoise. 116
What Susan Wanted. Scott. 13
What Would You Do If .... Klein. 51
Wheels for Conquest. Carr. 134
When Boy Dates Girl. Stowe. 122
When Lincoln Went to Gettysburg. Nathan.
11
Where the Trail Divides. Callahan. 115
Where's Teresa? Merwin. 25
Whistle for the Train. MacDonald. 136
Whistle Punk. Brown. 46
WHITE, C. M. Dancer's Daughter. 84
WHITE, D. Vigilantes, Ridel 29
WHITE, M. S. I Know Why We Give Thanks.
30
White Gold in the Cassiar. Crisp. 3
White Sails to China. Bulla. 35
Whitney, Eli. Gilbert. 90
WHITNEY. Fire and the Gold. 30
Wholesale Produce Market. Stever. 27
WIBBERLEY. Kevin O'Connor and the Light
Brigade. 123
. Life of Winston Churchill. 30
WICKENDEN. Amazing Vacation. 84
WILCOX, D. Joe Sunpool. 123
WILCOX, E. R. Cornhusk Doll. 84
Wild Geese Flying. Meigs. 132
Wildcat, the Seminole. Clark. 134
Wildlife Cameraman. Kjelgaard. 104
WILL. Perry the Imp. 58
WILLIAMS, A. N. John Mark, First Gospel
Writer. 71
WILLIAMS, B. Young Faces in Fashion. 59
WILLIAMS, J. Danny Dunn and the Anti-
gravity Paint. 71
WILLIAMSON. Jacobin's Daughter. 30
Williwaw Cubs. Nindorf. 136
WILSON, C. G. Sword of Francisco. 71
WILSON, E. Ernie Pyle, Boy from Back Home.
44
. Three Boys and a Train. 33
WILSON, H. Caroline the Unconquered. 123
Wind Call. Fry. 50
WINDERS. Jim Bridger, Mountain Boy. 72
Windows for Rosemary. Vance. 27
Windy and the Willow Whistle. Hurd. 7
WING. Super Circus. 30
Winning Colt. Floethe. 128
Winter Journey. Falk. 20
WINTERFELD. Detectives in Togas.
30
WISE, W. E. Frances a la Mode. 59
Wishing Book Doll. Bowers. 114
Wishing on a Star. Nye. 94
Witchcraft of Salem Village. Jackson. 103
WITHERS. Riddles of Many Lands. 30
Wobbly Wheels. Moore. 42
WOLCOTT. God Cares for Me. 31
Wolf Dog Valley. Gilbert. 101
WOLLHEIM. One Against the Moon. 59
Won Kim's Ox. Eisenberg. 100
Wonder World of Microbes. Grant. 21
Wonderful Good Neighbors. Helm. 38
Wonderful World Series. Verral. 28
Wonders Inside You. Cosgrove. 3
Wonders of Seeds. Stefferud. 14
Wonders of the Wild. Berrill. 74
Wonders of the World. Bernhard. 98
WOODY. Janey and the Summer Dance Camp.
59
Woody, the Little Wood Duck. Green and
Bromwell. 79
WOOLLEY. Room for Cathy. 59
WOOLSEY. It's Time To Give a Play. 84
Wootton, Dick. Garst. 38
WORCESTER Lone Hunter's Gray Pony. 31
World's Greatest Showman. Bryan. 47
World' s Most Daring Explorers. Lambert.
68
WORLINE. Sod House Adventure. 16
WRISTON. Hill Farm. 59
WYATT. Dale Evans and the Coyote. 31
. Roy Rogers and the Indian Sign.
60
WYLER. Story of the Ice Age. 31
WYNDHAM. Susie and the Ballet Family. 31
YASHIMA. Crow Boy. 124
Year Around. Hazeltine and Smith. 22
Yellow Canes. Robertson. 121
You and the Sciences of Mankind. Broekel.
86
You and the Sciences of Plants, Animals and
the Earth. Broekel. 114
You and Your Senses. Schneider. 13
YOUNG. E. Lucky Days. 12
YOUNG, M. 5 Pennies to Spend. 31
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YOUNG, P. M. More Music Makers. 60
Young Captain Barney. Edmonds. 5
Young Charles Darwin. Reinfeld. 26
Young Faces in Fashion. Williams. 59
Young Inca Prince. Malkus. 132
Young Kangaroo. Brown. 86
Young Medicine Man. Kroll. 8
Young Ranch Detective. Coombs. 37
Young Skin Diver. Harkins. 102
Young Traveler in Greece. Trease. 83
YOUNGSBERG. Queen's Gold. 60
Your Pony's Trek Around the World.
Brown. 63
Your World in Motion. Barrow. 97
ZAIpENBERG. How To Paint in Oil. 84
ZARCHY. Stamp Collector's Guide. 31
ZAREM. Green Man from Space. 16
ZIGGER, the Pet Chameleon. Gullahorn.
38
ZIM. Big Cats. 72
.Our Senses and How They Work.
. Weather. 131
ZIMNIK. Jonah the Fisherman. 16
ZION. Dear Garbage Man. 138
. Harry the Dirty Dog. 84
. Really Spring. 31
Zoo Pets. Bridges. 46
